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Celebrating 62 Years In The
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Athlete, -16, illed In
.,rive-By.Shooting
SEE STORY ON PAGE 6

Author ·Donates ..
·To_Pliblic·. Libraries.
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FinanCiarGroUp · · .

·.Offt.'! ~cholarships - .
SEE PAGE 2

Students Win 1st
Place In Contest
SEE PAGE 2

Popular Mom Loses
BaHia With Cance·r
SEE PAGE 3

ANNIVERSARY BANQUET
- Reverend ~allace· z. Bowers _has been the pastor_at _
St. Mary Missionary Baptist Church for 11 years. Just
recently he and his .wife, Mrs. Lois Bowers, were the
guests of honor at their Anniversary Banquet . The
- elegant event was held at t he...Hilton Hotel on Lois ·
Avenue. The guest speaker for the evening was·
Reverend Samuel Maxwell, pastor/teacher of First _
Baptist Church of Progress Village. (Photograph by
Ricky Roberts)
·
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FEATURES •

Author Helping Other Writers While
Maintaining His Own Success ·
BY ANTIONE DAVIS
Sentinel Staff Writer
' Dexter Brockman has
already established himself
as an authbr, but now he is
looking to help others fulfill
their ·dreams of publishing
their own books. ··
The Belle Glades native
released his first :q.ovel I'm In
Love With Not Loving
Anyone independently in
2006. Now, he is using his
DEXTER BROCKMAN
own publishing company,
DBrockman Publishing, to
Robert Cain recently
help other authors publish
released a book of poetry ·
their own work.
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• AUTOMOBILE ACCIDENTS
• EMINENT DOMAIN
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NEW LOCATION
320 W. Kennedy Blvd. • Suite 720
(813) 259-4444
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Fo~er Asst. Attorney General for Florida
Former Hillsborough County Prosecutor
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The hlrmg of a lawyer is an important decision that should not be ba~ed solely upon
advertisements Before you decicde,'ask u~ to send you free written infonnation abo ut
qur qualifications and experien~e. ·
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DBrockman
Publishing called the Market
Street Chronicles, and Helen
Neal-Ali will be releasing
the second edition of her
book entitled, O.K. Forever:
A Book of Hope. Neal-Ali
works as a motivational
speaker for domestic violence.
"Things have been going
very well as far as my publishing .company and ·my
writing are concerned,". said
Brockman. "I love· to wiite,
and I love to read great writing. I believe that everyone
working through my publishing company has the talent
to do great things, and I just
want to help. make it a reali- .'
ty."
.
Brockman, 28, is als.o
working on a sequel to his
.first novel titled, ·still In
Love With Not Loving
Ariyone. He also hopes to collaborate with other local
writers to publish a collection of short stories.
"It's more now about helping people. Writers and
artists love to see their work
published or · displayed;
including me/'. Brockman
stated. "It's a dream of mine
to have success with my own

HAVE YOU BEEN
INJURED IN A

someone else that's great too.
For more information on
Dexter Brockman or
DBrockman Publishing,
please calH813) 390-1556, or
go to www.dbrockmansr.info.
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• Were You Hurtt
• Need A Good Doctor And
Someone Who Will Properly
Document Your Casal

• Need Your Car Fixed!
• Need A Ride To The Doctor!
Friendly and Courteous
Staff Members

. If You Answered YES To Anv Of These .
· Questions, Then You Need To Call Me Now
'"Having Been In Several Accidents
Myself. I Know Just What To Do
To Get The Best Results For You"ll

Eb;; cali Me. My s~~c~; Are.FREE
And Can Help K..p You from Making A Costly Mistake!

BefOre You-SlSn"(Jp wlth Anyo~;.
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Must be 21 ~rs of
have a a.c::llt card &
a valid drlv•"s llcansa. whUa wa do ~ur Work.
Minimum $1.,500.o0 Estimate. Provided lb:

COREV•s CLASSIC PAINT «;. BODY
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Students Win
1st Place In Competition

~

· .......

NOAH SHEEHY

PEYI'ON SfANLEY

Two elementary school stu. dents recently walked away
with first place prizes in a
storyteller competition. Both
of the students are members
of Sheehy Elementary School.
Both Peyton Stanley and
Noah Sheehy entered the
Festive Quality Storytellers
Program. They were evaluated as part of a Storytelling
event presented at schools
and community centers in
Tampa · and Hillsborough
· County.
.
By capturing the First Place
title, the youngsters were
deemed
"Ambassador
Storytellers." As bearers of
that title, they have been
invited~ to participate in the

Twenty-Seventh Annual
Tampa-Hillsborough County
Storytelling Festival. Th~
event will be held at
Middleton High ·School on
April 14th.
Peyton Stanley is the
daughter. of Ms. Nieche
Pendleton and the granddaughter of Ms. Janice
Todd. Peyton is a first grade
student.
·
Noah Sheehy is the. son of
Ms. Ronnetta Sheehy and
the grandson .of Ms. Marie
Sheehy. Noah is a fifth
grade student:
, The drama instructor _at
Sheehy Elementary School is
Ms. McGants and the principal is Ms. Carolyn Hill.
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Scholarships Available
·For The DisadvJ!~ntaged
Financial Service Centers of
Florida
Disadvantaged
Scholarship was established .
to support disadvantaged academically .talented ·freshmen ·
entering college as full-time(
degree seeking students.
To be considered for the ·
FSCF
Disadvantaged
Scholarship, a student must

be a Florida resident (or alien
with a resident card); graduate from a Florida high
school; receive admission to a
Florida · college or university,
and have earned at least a 2.5
grade .point average as computed by the Office of
Admission of the selected
Florida college or university.
· FSCF Disadvantaged
Scholarship recipients must
enroll in at least 12 credit
hours and earn a 2.0 or better
after the first term, and
enroll in at least 12 new credit hours and earn a cumula. tive grad-e- point average of
2.5 or better after the second
term.
~ Any student who w~thdraws
from the college or u~iversity
without FSCF appr.ova n s
subject to repayment of the
FSCF scholarship for that
term.
To be eligible for consideration the following year, a student inust have earned a
cumulative grade point average of 2.5 ·or better after the
Spring Semester (or after
Summer. Semester if first
enrolled Spring Semester).
Applications for the 20072008 academic year are now
available and must be completed and mailed with a
postnuirk no later than April
5, 2007.
Applications are available
at The Check Casher, 1497
Nebraska Avenue at the
Tampa Park Pia~.
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FEATURES

.Author Donates Book Sale Proceeds
To Local Public Libraries
righteous one and if God
Local historian and commuleads the way, then a few peonity activist, Fred Hearns
ple can overcome what may
successfully released his first
seem like gigantic odds to get
book, Getting It Done the job done," says Fred
Rebuilding Black America
Brick by Brick, last month.
Hea·r ns.
Hearns says, ''The message
Hearns, President of the Ada
is clear: through prayer, hard
T . Payne Friends of . the
Urba n Li brari es and The
work and hope for a better
Robe r t W. Saunders, Sr .
tomorrow for our children, all
Libra ry Foundation , will
things are possible . As it
do nate pa r t of his proceeds
happened in Tampa, it can
fr om his boo k s i gning at
happen all over America ."
College Hill Library to t he
His tale is full of high and low
urba n libraries, i ncludi n g
points for the Middleton High
FRED HEARNS
College 'Hill, ' Ro bert W.
School Alumni Association
Saunders and West Tampa.
and supporters, as he and the
Hearns wrote this book as the $3.5 million needed to · group navigated for years
a reference guide to improv- complete the project. Other through waters of uncertain·
ing and rebuilding hope in the beneficial efforts include the ty . In the end, it was the
Black community. He gives mqnthly Tampa Bay History group's perseve·rance, the
Every first school district's will to do the
readers his own formula for Bus Tour .
Saturday,.Hearns
offers an right thing and Hearns' faith
savi ng and restoring vi tal
institutions in Black neigh- educational journey, which that resulted in a miracle.
borhoods. He has contributed focuses on all of Tampa's hisThe last of three book signmuch of h is t i me l eadi ng tory, not just Black history, to ings will be held Thursday
efforts to construct a 13,000 the public.
afternoon, March 29th, 5:30-7
These are a few examples of p. m. in the Media Center at
sq ..fh cultural arts center and
theatre at the Saunders how people in Black commu- Middleton Senior High
Library, located 1505 N; n-ities here and abroad can School, 22nd St. and Osborne
make changes. Hearns, Ave.
Nebraska Avenue.
The foundation's most recent encourages unified groups,
effort, "An Evening with small or large, to tackle issues
J ulian Bond" succe ssfully that face the com-munity
raised over $20,000 t~ward today. "If your cause is a
I

-
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Mother Of Popular Tampans
Dies After Battle With Cancer

MRS. MARY. SHERMAN
BY GWENDOL~N HAYES
Sentinel Editor
Mrs. Mary Sherman was
known as the 'neighborhood
mom.' Anyone with a problem
felt comfortable talking with
· her.~ T'he w'om an 'with this
vast ' amount of care and concern for others died last
Thursday with her children
at her sfde. She was 72 years
old. Mrs. Sherman had been
battling cancer for at least 2
years.
·
A former resident of
Jackson Heights, Mrs.
Sherman ~s the mother of
several popular -cosmetologists. According to a son,
Clarence Sherman, a wellknown cosmetologist, his
mother would always give
those·who came to her th e
right advice, "even though it
may not have been what they
wanted to hear. She'd alway~
tell them what was right."

Clarence described his
mother as one who loved the
Lord and encouraged others
to do the same. "She had the
kind of love for people that
knew no color," Clarence
said, "and because of that her
light shined all around."
The Middleton graduate, is
a former school bus driver
and worked in a program for
the county that delivered
meals to the elderly.
Mrs. Sherman is a former
longtime member of New
Hope Missionary Baptist
Church; however, in recent
years she united with Bible-'
Based Fellowship Church in
Temple Terrace.
.
FuneraLservice's for the
mother of 6 will be held on
Saturday, March 31st; at 1 p.·
. m·. at Bilile-~Based- Fellowship
Church of T'e m'p le Terrace,.
with Aikens Funeral Home in
charge of services. The family
can be reached at 4419 Cobia
Dr. (Fish Bowl) or by calling
(813) 385-9072.
.
Her other children are:
Greg Sher.m an (Mr. 'G'),
Mary
Ann
Sherman
Windham, Kenny, Christy
and Oscar Sherman and
goddaughter,
Grace
Windham. She also had 7
'grandchildren .
Mrs.
Sherman's ' siblings are :
Lottie Howard, Isabella
Brim Daniels, Eleanor
Coleman, Susie Harris and
. Ulysses Gaines, all of
Tampa.
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Corl?oratlons also immedia tely available WfTax
J.D.II' Also _Sub S Corps., Non-Profit Corps., limited
~rw:!~WI~~IM4~ Partncrshrps, LLCs, DBA s, Trademarks, Business
Sales/Purchases, and Offshore Corps. '07, '06, 'OS
'04, '03, '02, '01, '00, '99 & '98 Corporations als~
available lor Immediate delive_ry.
.

www.amerila.wyer!com ·
(813) 871-5400
· TAMPA

501 E. Kennedy Blvd. Suite 1225
Tampa; FL 33602
;·i ·
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Phone #: (813) 223-3900

_:_·

- (800) 658-5900
TOll FREF.

& Ut,.ra , P.A. • Lawyers.lC23 W••t Kennedy Blvd.; T~ mpa

_j

11te hirinc nf :t Iawver is mt important decision ;Utd shnuld not be based solely upon ad\'ertis:ements. Before
you [k.cjde•.3Sk us tn send you fre-e wrinen lnfnnnatinn about our qualifications sod experience.

WARREN

DAWSON

CONGRATULATIONS
2007 GRADUATES
'

High school or' college graduation is a wonderful accomplishment
.that deserves recognition.
Sol Davis Printing can help make ordering your invita~ions e'asy!
Our Invitation Package includes invitations, envelopes and nam'e cards
an for one lo w price .... and includes a photo of the graduate.
W ith your choice from severaJ cover designs and verses, and personalized
with your pho~o ; your invitation~ <;an be as speciaJ as your a ccomplishments.
Call or visit Sol Davis Printing today .... for high quality invitations with fast. convenient service.

5205 N . [ois 'Avenue
Tampa. FL 33614
Phone: 813 3 53-3609

221~1800
@

1467 Tampa Park Plaza
Nebraska Ave. & Scott St.
-ill";~~.
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Why Were Federal Troops
Placed In The South?

W.W. Andrews
1174-1931 (11119)
C. Blythe Andrews
1110)-1977 (1i45)

FoundeR

r the Civil War, to ly tried to, "hold these truths to
restore order and Civility be self-evident that all men are
to a region of the nation created equal."
that wanted to establish a
If federal troops had not been
slave-oriented
Republic, stationed in those
11
SubscripUons-$44.oo-Per Year Both Editions:
$87.00-Per Year One Editiqn.
Congress would diyide the Confederate-oriente<;! $tates,
South into five military dis- the likes of the Ku Klux Klan
Opinions expressed on editorial pages ol this newspaper by Columnists or Guest Wrttsrs,
tricts in reconstructing them would have tried to render
do not necessarily reflect the editorialsrance of
The Flortd8 Sentinel Bult.tln or the Publisher.
back into the Union of the Black genocide to the regions of
United States of America, .. Of the Confederacy.
.
course, this would grant a
Since 1865, this nation has
degree of protection to the mil- processed itself with significant
------------------------ ~
l lions of Black slaves who were social milestones. No doubt the
I liberated
under
the greatest has been the 1954
1 Emancipation Proclama- Supreme Court ruling Brown
1 tion, issued by President versus Board of Education, the
1 Abraham Lincoln, on desegregation of public schools,
· . January 1, 1863.
primarily in the South.
I
Since such times, it has been
.The Civil Rights Bills of 1964
I Civil Rights struggles from gen- and 1965 would be excellent
1 eration to generation to calm . milestones as well. The public
I the racist beasts that harbor accommodations of 1964, with
I themselves among the good and the enforcement endeavors of
1 decent people liberals who real- Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr.,
C. BLYTHE ANDREWS, JR, CHAIRMAN
S. KAY ANDREWS, PUBUSHER
C. BLYTHE ANDREWS IH, PRESIDENTJCDNTRDUER
GWEN HAYES, EDITOR
BETTY DAWKINS, ADVERTISING DIRECTOR
KEITH GEORGE, CIRCULATION DIRECTOR

Gwen Miller
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VOTE

MARCH 27th

and others have ·had quite a
positive effect on associations of
all Americans, including
Mrican Americans.
The greatest quest that
remains must be economic
developnients. designed 'to put
money in the hands of Black .
families and instituti<>I1s. ·Such
must be · ·done thro~gh
"Reparation Packaging" making incomes more abundant
and available to Black commu- ·
nities and families.
Of course, this must be
accompanied by health innovations targeting Black families
and aged groups making good
health care more available.
We must step up where more
affluent political goals are concerned. The 1964 and 1965
Bills must remain solvent. (TO
BE CONTINUED).

1
I
I
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Ought ·To Be
A Lavv Against ltl

:
increasing acts of intolerance and hate crimes
:in Florida, we are convinced there ought to be a
Haw to protect Florida residents against acts hate
based on gender identity. Indeed, once h_ate and
intolerance get· a toehold into society, they grow and fester, infecting everything they touch.
·
The City of Largo has recently fired a 14-year employee
with a history of satisfactory to excellent performance
evaluations. The employee was fired because he revealed
his lifelong struggle .with his gender identity and his
intent to end his agony by changing his gender to female.
No doubt, Steve Stanton's dismissal was based on gender
intolerance.
Since 1997, hate crimes against the homeless, gays, lesbians, and transgender individuals have been on the rise,
with murders of transgender people accounting for nearly
20 percent of the total murders of the. combined groups.
Silence on the issue has given consent to the perpetrators
without question.
·
Currently, there is no Florida statute or federal law that·
protects transgender citizens against discrimination in
housing, employment or public accommodation. Hate
crime laws protect against acts basea on disability, gender, race or nationality. But, gender identity is not included. That needs to change!
. There are .documented cases wherein numerous courts .
have ruled that there is no basis in Human Rights or Title
VII of the Civil Rights acts for protecting transgender citizens. Nevertheless, every American .deserves protection
from being evaluated based on any' criteria other than his
or her ability and performance.
Since courts have failed to protect their transgender citizens, it is time our states, cities and counties grant such
protection. To do less would be.a form_oftaxation without
representation. The results of such could lead to citizen
rebellion.
But" all is not insensitive. The State of Minnesota has a
statute broad enough to protect all individuals from discrimi!lation based on gender identity or expression.
Furthermore, the cities of Santa Cruz and San Francisco,
California; Seattle, Washington; Cedar Rapids and Iowa
City, Iowa; as well as Minneapolis~an1l St. Paul, Missouri,
have ordinances that protect their transgender residents
as welL Florida and its cities should nO-doubt join the list. '
Yes, it's time for the State of Florida to protect its transgender citizens. With impunity, they should be able to
work and secure housing without being discriminated
against, harassed or punished. Indeed, there ought to be a
law on the Florida books to protect all of its citizens. The
fact that it is lacking is another mark against our .claim to
be a democracy, "indivisible, with justice for all." Piease
pass it on.

Will She Ever Rest In Peace?
: :nna 'Nicole Smith
· :died at the age of 39 in
~a
motel room · in
Broward County. For weeks,
the cause of her death was
shrouded in mystery.'
Now; it seems that the waiting is nver because the
Broward . County Medical
Examiner has· ruled that the
death was an accidental overdose of prescription medicine.
That is ironic because her son
died just five months before
she did. The cause of his
death was an accidental overdose of prescription and over
the counter medicine.
However, there seems to be
no connection between the
two deaths. Smith's son died
in the Bahamas. Yet, it still

seems . strange that · both
shared the same c'ause of
death.
Now that the controversy
surrounding her death is
over, one might think that the
former Playboy Playmate
would be allowed to rest in
peace. But that is not the
case.
The battle still rages on
among the contenders as to
who is the biologica1 father of
Smith's young daughter .
Sev.eral meri are claiming the
right of fatherhood.
·
However, this sudden desire
to raise an infant causes eye- .
brows to be raised. It -makes .
you wonder if these · men are
truly concerned about the
welfare of the child or about

the' ~hild's inheritance.
When the dust settles, this
little girl will probably be
worth millions of dollars.
And, while it will be placed in
a trust fund, the courts will
release a: sizeable amount of
the money for her upbringing.
At some point, a-DNA test
will determine the biological
·rather of the child. And, the
courts will decide what is in
the best interest of the child .
But this saga that has all
the makings of a 'movie·of the
week' has revealed something
else. And that is the need for
parents with underage childre~ to have a plan in writ-

Continued On Next Page

. ar~. pleas ed to see Gov. _Chat:lie .Crist a_qd the Florida Legislature moving
head o n a $28 million plan to replace Florida's touch-screen voting
J{i!'\'i! r:i:!'' u•.a..-.u.nes. They will be replaced with voter hand marked and optically
scanned paper ballots. While voters can look forward to the paper· ballots in
the 2008 fall elections, once again Florida voters will be forced to use the current
touch-screen voting machines during the early 2008 Presidential Primar.ies.
However, every Florida county having a standardized voting mechanism by
September 2008 should bring a greater degree of confidence in our state's election
process._
.
· Recent news reports that the makers of the touch-screen voting machines used in
Sarasota County during last fall~s election were aware of potential problems with the
machines. This further eroded voters' trust in the outcome of the Vern Buchanan,
and Christine Jennings Congressional Race election results. As you may recall, more
than 18,000 votes cast in that race were not recorded by the voting machines.
'
Crist's plan for a change to paper ballots also includes a requirement that early voting sites be outfitted with "print on demand" ballots that are customized for the
voter's precincts. Crist projects that 99 percent of all ballots cast by Floridians will be
physically marked by voters themselves, instead of by a machine.
·
However, until that time, we encourage our readers and voters to make certain the
touch-screen voting machine records your vote as you have marked it, by checking
the final ballot closely before exiting the voting booth. Missed and uncounted votes
in the 2000 Presidential elections, and the 2006 fall elections have made Florida the
brunt of many jokes regarding our voting process, and have caused many voters to
grow distrustful of the process.
Therefore, we congratulate Gov. Crist and the Florida Legislature for working
together to return trust and credibility to Florida's elections. Charlie, thus far, so
good! Pass it on!
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The Test!

Se-king Excellence Is Acting
Neither Black Or White

argo had its test. It The unredoubtable Miller
idn't pass . City plays the part of an ever-preCouncil . members sent Mona Lisa, in her
called upon to choose between capacity as tie-breaker, and
.
.
intolerance and justice voted the first African American
re are students ignore this misconception and their educational reward is
5 to ·1 for intolerance. And City Council Chairperson.
t the coun- always work to do and be the often take'n into consideration
now, it's Tampa's turn.
Quite often, instead of with
over who have bril- best that they can at all when applying for a job. It is
liant minds, yet they act a times. To borrow a phrase not unusual that one's acadeSome say Steve Stanton tongue and teeth, she speaks
fool, make low grades and from · the United Negro mic accomplishments will
got exactly what he deserved. loudly and clearly with her
hang out with other students College Fund, "A Mind Is A determine whether or not you
Hard-nosed, anal-retentive, gavel. Her stamp is firm, but
who do the same things. Why Terrible Thing To Waste."
' get hired for a job-that you
"my-way-or-t:lle-highway" quiet. For some, that has sim:
No child, and especially seek.
·
is this so? Because the brilSteve -was City Manager of ply not been good enough!
liant
students
are
accused
of
children,
should
take
What
academically
gifted
Black
Largo, Florida until he de~id. Then along comes Joe
. ed he no longer wanted to; Redner! Some would call · · acting white for seeking and education lightly. They need children must do is to stay
achieving excellence.
to understand that the more away from other students
remain a ·man. He then opted Qim "Old Scratch Himself."
Unfortunately,
many
stuyou
learn, the more you earn. who attempt to discourage
to become a woman, whil~ The self-made millionaire
dents
with
unlimited
potenWhile
that means finishing them from doing their best, to
maintaining the position he whose millions and minions
tial fall victim to this propa- high school and going to col- be smart and make good
had occupied as a man.
owe their existence to gyratganda. Seeking excellence or lege, it doesn't necessarily grades. . ·
·. ·
It might've worked ... but ing hips and lap dance tips,
achieving excellence is nei- mean that.
Anybody who tries to influnot in Largo! Why not in although Redner's hoochiether acting white, Black, or . Electricians, plumbers, auto ence you to do other than the
. Largo? Because - say some · coochie businesses aren't his
any other color or race.
. mechanics, cooks, tailors, best you- can is not your
-- thanks -to Stanton's cut only source of sustenance.
What it is, is taking advan- seamstresses, carpenters, friend, and you should not
throat, intolerant and often But somewhere inside the . tage of a God-giveri talent. It cement finishers don't neces- want them to be your friend. .
discriminatory attitude, like man, Thomas Jefferson
is taking advantage· of an sarily go to college, but they
The key to escaping from
when one continues to abuse lurks. A clone seemingly has
opportunity. Students who learn.
poverty, the key to making a
a pit bull and the pit bull taken
place
between
buy into this foolishness often . They learn about their spe- · difference in this world, the
finally bites back, "WHAT Benjamin Franklin and
live to regret the waste of cific occupation. There are no key to the doors of opportuniGOES AROUND COMES Hugh Hefner ... between
their talent by trying to down sides to being smart, to ty and the money storehouse
please unmotivated · and doing homework, to study for is education.
AROUND!" That may be Hustler's Larry Flynt and
unachieving peers:
exams, to making . good
The moral of the article is,
what happened to Sieve. But Rudy Guilliarii. And the
Parents and ·students need grades, and becoming leaders ''Making good grades is acting
now ... what's going to hap- result is a businessman who
to counsel with their good stu- around your school.
·· ·
neither Black or.white, it's
pen to Tampa?
· acts like the Devil, but
dents,
and encourage them to
Students need to know that just having good sense."
Here recently, Tampa preaches like Billy Sunday.
threw an election party and
So, he's running against
almost nobody came! In Gwen Miller for City
truth, less people thim would Council. Many would say his
have filled Legends _Park . rationale is clear. Why not
showed up to cast "ho-hum" run? In· terms of the good,
ballots for people they obvi- bad; and ugly, has · he not
ously liked, but not that been all the way up the road
much. If voters had not taken and back? Redner has gone
a holiday, Mayor Iorio far, maybe too far!
might have won, only by the
Today, Gwen Miller and
hairs of her chinny-chin-chin! Joe Redner square off.
As it was, Pam's landslide They're not the only ones to
was as much a result of a do battle in ·a run off. But
~------------------------~--------------------------------~
voter backslide as it was any- honestly, their names are the
month, we've ven- the midst of desperation and verity of what it feels like to
• thing else. And then came' -only ones in neon!
.t o involve our-: horror ... They have risen be .Black·and female, the realGwen Miller and Joe
'Wpy? Because Tampa, like
es with women's · above centuries of oppression . ity that no matter how intelliRedner!
·
Largo, is. being tested! The
history: Specifically, Black so that, today, after years of gent, competent, and dazzling
These two woke the dead in voters are being examined by
women we're a Black news- dealing with society's racist she may be,•a Black woman in
voter's parlance. It was as if observers worldwide, to see . paper.· Qot it?. To say that ·and sexist misconceptions, · our country today still cannot
Joe
Frazier
and whether or not they will vote
we've even "scratched the sur- with its brutal hostilities and count on being' understood
Muhammad Ali were about for issues or individuals. And
face" is an understatement. unthinkable m-i streatment, and embraced by mainstream
t9 put on a "SCAMPA IN once again, . the question
For Black women have not only are they supporting White America."
!
TAMPA" or something of the · looms, "Are we really ready to
always beenln the. forefront · families, they're leading corFeminism in Black Amerilike! What happened was the maintain a democratic menin making and/or changing porations, major. media orga- ca? Undeniably, the first fernentire· tOwn, if not the entire tality? Or in actuality; whenworld events. The fact that nizations, the military, our inine settlers were erected
county was mobilized! But ever we go to the polls, based
Black women have been on state and ·federal gov·ern- from White American wives of
why? Now, THAT .was the upon our choices, are we vot;
our own for decades holding ments," Shifting: The Double doctors, lawyers, scientists
Lottery Ques~~ ~
· . ers still out of our leagues?"
life, famjly .anq .self together Lives of Black Women in and the like, bored and tired
. And the 'answer wasn't
Joe Redner. said anyone
is any wonder that we still America.
·
of their exchisively colorful
pretty. Ai a·ge, 72, Gwen who voted would get a free
h!lve tears to cry.
This past Sunday night's and rich lifestyles. Attention
Miller ·- - 'inc·u .m bent city· p ass t·o· one of his lesser
Imagine someone bursting episode uf- "Extreme Home •deficit; they s6ught ·outside
wide. City Councilwoman ·places of business. He ·. also :· into your home while every- , Makeovers," . I . watched ac-tivities and interests to
represents Tampa as it has claimed to be, "Blacker ·than
one slept, dragging your hus- . through tear-filled eyes as Ty · enhance their doldrums of
traditionally shown itself to his Black opponent." . ·
·•
band out of. bed while · the Pennington along with his lavish parties; diamonds and
the world. She is low-key, laid
Perhaps, he should have
sounds of screaming and.cry- skilled crew members and pearls and their "husband,
back, understated, but consulted
with Steve . ing children filled the night contractors restore hope, and two-and-a-half children, car· imqtensely powerful .with a Stanton, and gotten some
air as you watched as he was vitality. to a middle-aged in-the-garage" routines.
. wisdom that could only come pointers on when .to keep hi~
Qeaten· to death or carried Black grandmother and her . Furthermore , while these
from a c~llege of hard-knocks. mouth shut!
away from you far, far away four grandchildren in South .women were "nu~king names
from you. What's a woman to Carolina.
Black women have . f for themselves," Black
•
do? ·
experienced and developed " women took care of their
trompage4
On our own, Black women fortitudes in "the workplace, . homes.
.
•
have
grown
to
depend
one
the
complexities
of
their·
Excluded
from
American
ing.
were not in order.
another. · ·In. doing_,.so, the romantic lives, the challenges History annals, Black women
. Everyone should make their
It is doubtful that Anna
.whole
.concept of "Sisterhood" they face as mothers and have defiantly "assume~ a
Nicole Smith ever thought fina.l wishes known and comdeveloped into a phenomenon. grandmothers, their spiritual prominent place in the cuithat her seemingly healthy mit them to paper. But those
More than that, Black women and religious practices, these ture of our tiiJres both in the
son would die at the age of 20. parents with small children
are graduating from the phe- and so many other aspects of United States and abroad,
should
go
an
extra
step
and
She probably never imagined
have
at
lea.
s
t
three
names
nomenon and are now walk- their lives are largely contributing great literature,
that she would not live to see
ing in the experience. "Black unknown to the wider com- journalism_, music, dance, theher daughter celebrate her lined up to care for their chilwomen . in America have munity. So, when we declare ater, scie~ce. So, go 'head,
first birthday. And her affairs dren.
Anc;l this list should be · learned to find humor in to one another, "Work that work that thang, Girl! Peace
reflected such because they updated often.
..
heartache, 'to see beauty in thang, Girl," we .know "the Be Unto You.

WOrk That Thaftg, Glrll

My Point Of View
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CRIME

Athlete Killed In Drive.;By Shooting
Torrie McDuffie loved
spending time around family
members. On Thursday, he
had gone over to visit with
his cousins who live next
door.
Considered a fme football
player at Howard W. Blake
High School and an · honor
student, McDuffie, a lOth
grader, was looking forward
to starting a new job with \
the City Parks · and
Recreation Department and
getting his first car this past
weekend.
His mother, Belinda
Brown, said he was very
excited.
Ms. Brown said her son
had gone to his current job
at a local · McDonald's
~
Restaurant
at 4:30 p.m., but
Q
returned after discovering he
LL
wasn,.t on the schedule for
Q
day.
z that
"When .he came back, he
c(
went next door with his
~ cousins and they just sat
Q
(/)
w around talking and having
. :;:, fun.
"My d~tughter told me
someone had thrown a rock
w and hit a car belonging to
>
w · one of the b.oys from Palm
Q
River, and they threatened
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to return later."
Ms. Brown said around 10
p. m. she heard gunshots
and immediately ran to the
dopr.
"I was in the kitchen, ran
to the door, and asked where
Torrie was. That's when I
saw him laying on the
ground."
· According to the Hillsborough .. County Sheriff's
Office, two vehicles drove by
with the occupants firing
several shots at a crowd of
TORRIE MCDUFFIE
young men on the corner. . ••. died the next day from a
McDuffie was struck by one wound to the head
of the bullets along with a
Overnight, one of the vehicar parked outside a resi- cles involved in the shooting
dence. The vehicles fled after· was found abandoned at
the shooting.
68th Street and 12th
McDuffie was taken to a Avenue. A second vehicle
local hospital, but died the was found parked at Bell's
next day from his wound.
residence on Hammon Drive.
A short time later,
"We determined Bell wa5
deputies were told of another involved in the shooting
shooting victim that had when the abandoned vehicle
arrived at a local hospital · was located and K-9 unit
with a gunshot wound to his led deputies to . the second
hand. He was identified as vehicle ..'Belllater admitted
18-year-old Dexter Bell. .
firing thre_e shots into the·
According to Debbie crowd."
Carter, Bell was wounded .. Bell was .charged in the
.e ither from his own weapon, shooting and is being held
or one of the weapons fired without bail at the county
from the vehicle.
jail. He was initially charged

a

nowhere and shots started
coming. I saw at least 4 people firing guns.'!
Ms. Brown said her son
attended school with the
boys who did the shooting,
and they know each other
quite well.
Ms •.Brown said the community has been experiencing problems with a group of
young men· from the Palm
River community who hung
out: near her home.
DEXTER BELL
"We constantly called the
•.• charged in the shooting of Sheriff's Office to run them
McDuffie
off, but they always came
·
with attempted first degree back."
Ms. Brown said it was one
murder before McDuffie
died, and the Sheriff's Office o_f those young men· who was
has not upgraded the charge throwing rocks at passing
at this time. The other sus- vehicles.
"I want it understood that·
pects in the vehicle have not ·
my
son was not throwing
been identified at this time.
McDuffie's
sister, rocks at cars . He was an
Rontishia Brown, ·was innocent bystan4er sitting
·
with him at the time of the with his cousins."
Wilson's Funeral Home is
shooting, and said the shots
came out of only one of the assisting the family with
arrangements.
vehicles.
McDuffie has six siblings.
"It just came out of

9241 N. 56th St, Tampa, FL
M-F 8:30A.M. - 5:30 P. M. • Saturday 9 A. M. - 1 P. M.
(813) 985-0033 • Fax: (813) 988-8980
Low Rates Friendly'Atmosphere

.You're A-OK \Vith Us
. DUI Friendly,
Hardship License,
Suspended License,
State Filing SR-22
Owners and Non Owners
Lowest Rates In Town
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For life insurance,
.go with some on~ you know.
)

'

Call me and I'll help you get the right life i~surance
for you and your family.

Henna V White. Agent

14940 N Florida Avenue
Tampa. R.33613-1626
Bus: 813-961-6661
herma.white.bxgh@statefarm.com .
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BIRTHDAY GREETINGS

Happy Birthday
Ms. Tilly

Happy Birthday
Aleshal

Happy Birthday
Wishes

·'

'./

ALESHA
3/28/07
You are a great friend and
crazy as ever. Enjoy your
day tomorrow.
From Beth.

TILLY AND CHITOWN

.,
. . CORY, JR., CORNIYAH, TASHA, AND CORY

.

Birthday wishes· ar~ sent out ~ Cory Gibson (Noodles).
He will be turning 26 on 3-26-07. It's your day, baby. I wish
you the best.
.
Love you always, your ~ne ~d only, Tasha.
.
Happy birthd_ay, Daddy, love, Cory, Jr., and Corniyah.
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Happy birthday to Ms. Tilly, celebrating her 30th on 3/26.
And a farewell to Chitown deployed to the Pentagon.
The _Diva will miss you!
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Relaxers • Cuts • Color
Press-N- Curl• Wash-N-Set
·Braids By Kelley
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For Appt. Call Gwen@ 504-1666
Shop: (813) 242-8763 • 3407 E. Martin Luther King
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Introducing From St. louis

lliVIB

With Ad Take AdditionallOo/o Off

Price Varies Accordin

And Or Addition Of Hair Please Inquire

Specializing In Natural Hair Design
Halrweavlng • Full Head $100
Interlocking • Full Head $100
Tree Braiding • Full Head $100 & Up
Com Row • $35 & Up- Color • $15 With Style
Retwlst & Twist • $45 &

~...-iiMii[iij.

REKIYJABROWN
The Diamond Princess
tu~s 4 on 3-27-07. She wild
out with family and friends
on 3-24-07.
Love mom, Meme, ·father,
Renard, and grandmothers,
Beverly and Tiny.

Seeking Tampa's Top
. , . ;:::t~' ~~ Stylist
.
;;; ,'Naill'echnicians
Pedicurist &
.Make Up Artist
Call

813 340-9038

BIRTHDAY GREETINGS

Sharon and Pamela would like to thank all their family and friends that atte~ded their 40th birthday party last year. (Additional photos
can be ·seen on www.myspace.com/vipinvitations).
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Friends
Celebrating
41 Years Of Life

Happy Birthday To
· Our Grandson

Hap-p y Birthday
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Celebrating 41 years of life
-SISTER ~ORA SUE CARSWELL
and over 36 years of. · ·
ship. Sha_ron, on the
This is not a m!sprint. Happy "69,; birthday Momma: from
and Pame~a, on th7 · _ .
_·.
your
lovely husband, James Carswell, Jr.; your wonderful
are true examples -'l'i f Best
··.·
children:
Kirk Simmons, Linda Simmons, ·Arnold
.
Friends. Shar'on and
Simmons,
Regina Carswell,_Rowen:a Carswell, (Tyrone
-HELENARMSTRONGANDPHILLIPSCOTI
.
Pamela are the sam:e age,
, •.
. .. ,.,: . -·
t-•;;. _
Heavenly
Carswell),
Antonio BoBo Carswell, and a host
born the same m~nth, a day
Happy
birthday
to
our
grandSon,
Phillip_~~~
who
is
.cele·of
grandchildren.
·
· ·.
apart.
" , · · '. ' .
They have shared many of · brating his 21st birthday today. . <~ . ." · ~ ~
life's joys, tragedies, trials, - Phillip is a truni.pet player at B~sch Garde,nS, in' the Sheiks
and tribulations. In spite of 2 Band. He is · shown with .his grandmother, Helen
it all, they have maintained Armstrong, who was -at Busch Gardens to see him play on 3that childhood love for one 10-07.
Crossroads Seffner
Other family members -were: Johnny Armstrong, (gr~d
another. Last year, _they
"'A Unique Concept inCharacter Education··
shared · a 40th Birthday father); Rod and Gloria Scott, (father and step mom);
Bash that was unbelievable. - Akilah and Nia ·scott, (sisters); -and Ron and Essie
·
Their secret is simple ... Dismuke, (uncle and aunt). . .
they have harnessed the
Phillip will return to FAMU next yeaf.
Mru;c~
admiration for each other,
and it has·'continued to be
Character Based Education
the very fiber that holds this
• Low Teacher/Student Ratio
friendship together. "Like
• Caring, Nurtuiing Environment
fine wine ... they have aged
to perfection." Happy birthNow Enrolling f~r 2007/2008
day ladies! (Photograph
· · God gave me a:.true gift
School Year!
taken by Mike Reddick,
w~¥n -He gave me ·you,
MR Video ~ervice). Happy Birthday. I love you.
-- Crossroads Seffner s~es students who
Your wife of 23 years,
have 'not been able to achieve success in
Brenda.
mainstre3m public or traditional private
...
school setting!
~

Open·House __-

_Thursday,

29th

Happy Birthday
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McKay Scholarships Available. -

-

Support The
Florida Sentinel
Advertisers

'

.

For more information please contact
Ms. Prince@813 66 I -4462

MR. CLINTON AND
BRENDA EDWARDS.

. 5231 County Road 579 Seffuer, FL 33558
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Students Meet With Superintendent
The Sligh Middle School MOV (Men of Vision) and the GEMS (Women of Promise) had the opportunity to escort the Magnet principals during a District meeting held at Sligh Middle School on Friday,
March 2, 2007.
They also had an opportunity to meet and talk with their Superintendent MaryEllen Elia and discuss their future high school plans.

Popular Minister To
Host First Workshop
For Dance Ministries

Front row: Ross Anderson (sponsor}, Sara Davis, Natalie Payano, Samana Givens,
Ledaijah Phillips, Seleka Blake (sponsor},_Jo'Marcus Harris, Superintendent MaryEllen
Elia, Alicia Bludsaw, Danielle Christopher, Niani McDaniels and Ashley Rodriguez. Back
row: Tevin Sutton, Francisco Rosa, Steven Maas, Gregg Ellis, Devante Robinson and
Ramik Wilson.
·

Future Iota Leaders Make Lap Quilts ·
For Nursing Home Residents
.

.

....
Members of Alpha Sigma Chapter of Iota Phi Lambda Sorority, Inc. Future Iota Leaders, visited a
local nursing home as part of their community outreach.
· ·
.· . ·
The culminated their project for this year by distributing hand-made lap quilts to. the residents of
the ·nursing home, afte r sharing in the church service given by Rev. Antonio Hawkins and some of
his members.
The Future Iota Leaders were assisted in making the lap· quilts by their advisors, Barbara
Foster, Freddie Maze, Ruth Anderson, Barbara Mitchell and Lonnie Carson.
Members of the group are:· Michaela Moore, Marcasia Bryant, Kanesha Theodore, Mykeshia
Moore, Danae Foster, Ambrielle Johnson, Tikenya Thomas, Destinie Thomas, Carlianna
Pinero, Shontia Holmes and Edrianna Myers.
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BY ANTI ONE DAVIS
Sentinel StaffWriter
Dance and mime ministries,
as well as praise and worship
teams throughout the Tampa
Bay area are invited to participate in the Mime
Workshop 2007.
Min. Rodney Norton,
founder of Mime In Motion
Ministr ies , will ho st the
event. Several t opics will be
discussed during the ali -day
workshop in clud in g: s on g
selection, ministry prepara ti on , Holy Spi rit- i n s pired
choreography.
"We will be t eachi ng the
basics of miming as well as
praise and worship. We want
to plant seeds of worship that
people can take back to their
re~pective ch~rch~s ," said
Mm. ~orton. I bel~eve that •
the thmgs that ar_e covered at
the ':"'~rks~10p wd~ help the
partic~p~tmg praise tea~s
wor!ihip m a more dynamic ·
way."
Min. Norton says that he
was inspired to host a workshop after attending a confer. ence in Atlanta hosted by
well-known minister Bishop
Eddie Long. He says that
the conference helped him to
look at worship in a different
light.
·
..
"The Lord has given me a
greater revelation of what
trueworshipis. Ibelievethat
there is a very traditionalistic
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MINISTER
RODNEY NORTON
spiri t in Tampa, and there
a re so many ways to give God
praise."
Min. Norton says that he
is currently planning a Night
Of Worsh ip which will feature
praise t ea ms who attend the
workshop. So far, rou ghly 150
people from differen t ministries have signed up for the
workshop on March 31st.
"This is just the beginning,"
said Min. Norton. "I have
been receiving a lot of positive feedback and interest in
the workshop as well as the
Night of Worship so we are
looking for great things to
happen."
The Mime Workshop 2007
will be held at Triumphant
Church Fellowship located at
14701 N. Nebraska Avenue,
from 8 a.m. to 5 p.m : There is
a registration fee that can be
paid on the day of the event. ·
To register or to find out
more information, please call
(813) 817-0464, or go to
www.mimeinmotion .com.
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Funeral Services For

m

BISHOP GILBERT EARL PATTERSON
Presitling Bishop ofthe Church of God in Christ

Wednesday, March 28,2007

.

8 AM:- 8 PM the remains will repose@ Mason Temple
C.O.G.l.C.., National Headquarters

Thursday, March 29, 2007

·:

3 PM - 6:45 PM the remains will repose @
Bountiful Blessing Temple of Deliverance C.O.G.I.C.
Local Funeral @ 7 PM @ same location

Friday, March 30, 2007
3 PM - 6:45 PM the remains will repose @
Bountiful Blessing Temple of Deliverance C.O.G.I.C.
Jurisdictional Funeral@ 7 PM@ same location .
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Saturday, March 31,-2007
7 AM - 9:45 AM the remains will repose @ Bountiful
Blessing Temple of Deliverance C.O.G.I.C.
Nati~na~ F_
u neral@ 10 AM, Same LocaJion

Vendors Wanted

Women Of Zion International, Inc.
9th Annual Mighty Women Of God Conference
And 13th Annual Testimonial Banquet And Pageant

www.womenofzioninternational.org • email: vvozint@netzero.com
Rev. Pauline l. Cole, Founder/President

BISHOP GILBERT EARL
PATTERSOS

BISHOP :'\lA TTHEW
WILLI.UIS
Adjutant General, COGI C
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5 U. S. Education Secretary Visits Magnet School
a:
<C

:=

Ms. Margaret Spellings, U. S. Secretary of Education,
recently visited Dunbar Magnet Elementary School. During
~ her visit, she met with parents, teachers, and students to
di scuss the importance of the "No Child Left Behind Act"
:::» and its reauthorization this year. ·
tDuring the tour of the school, which was rated as an "A"
schoo l by the Florida Department of Education, Ms.
Spellings was joined by Ms. Krystal Carson, Principal of
Dunbar; School Superintendent MaryEllen Elia; Dr. Jack
R. Lamb, School Board Chairman; and ~rs. Doretha
Edgecomb, District 5 Representative for the Hillsborough
. County School District. (Photographs by Jerry Brunson).
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HALL'S
·TAX SOLUTIONS
2700 N. Mac Dill Ave. #112
504 E. Baker St. #2
Tampa, FL 33607

(813) 876-0125
~
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(813) 752-1239

HOME FOR-QUALITY
INCOME TAX PREPARATION
WE APPRECIATE YOUR BUSINESS
AND LOOK FORWARD TO SEEING YOU
THIS COMING TAX SEASON
r - - - - --. -·

We Offer:

'Express RALS (3 Minutes)
.·
RAL (Refund Anticipation Loans)
RAC (Refund Anticipation Checks)
Electronic Filing .
·
.
Direct Deposit .
FREE Pick-up & Delivery
. We Specialize In:
Personal And Small Qusiness Returns
·oiscount For Return Clients
Tax Returns Start As Low As $30.00
Fax In Info
Faster Service
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(873) 876-0748
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Dr. Margaret Fisher, left, retired Hillsborough County educator, is shown with Ms. Margaret SpellinJis, U.S. Secretary of
Education.·

. Plant City, Fl 33566
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MS. KRYSTAL CARSON
Principal of Dunbar Magitet
Elementary School

MS. MARGARET SPELUNGS
.u.s.~ of Education. ·

. Dwayne Davis, of the Guidance Office, and Ms. Yudia Galved
were on hand during the visit by Ms. Mariaret Spellings, U. S.
Secretary of Educatio~.
·
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Ms. Teresa Mosley, left, is shown with Dr. Jack Lamb, .
Chairman of the Hillsborough County School Board, and Ms.
Margaret Spellings,
U. .S. Secretary
of Education. •
.
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No Smoke and Mirrors
Tampa -is my home.
I work to
make this
city

to live.
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Wo.an Charged
With Stabbing
Boyfriend To.Death
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CLEARWATER - 1\ 35year-old woman was charged
with second-degree murder
Saturday, hours after her
boyfriend was found dead in
their home.
Clearwater police said the
woman, Lasonya Larry, 35,
was booked along with two
others stemming from outstanding warrants.
Police were called to the
home · of · Sherred ·T.
Burney, 57, after an
acquaintance stopped by to
check on him. The friend
called police when Burney
was 'found dead on the floor
ofhishome.'
Investigators developed
information that Burney's
live-in girlfriend, Larry,
may be involved in his death,
and she was located and
found and later arrested.

'. Police said Larry stabbed
·Burney during a dispute:
The couple had been together for 5 years, and have had
disputes in the past, on several occasions resulting in
police interv~ntion.
·
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Detectives-search For
Hit-And-Run Driver
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Tampa Police are trying to
locate a woman they said fs
responsible for a hit-and-run
fatality.
On Saturday at 8 p .m .,
police said a man was walking across Nebraska Avenue
on Broad Street when he was ·
struck by a vehicle.
, The vehicle fled without
stopping, and the victim died
at a local hospital. The victim
in the incident has not ·been
identified. Police said the
vehicle that hit the man ia

described as a 1990 to 1995
mid-size car, possibly
Toyota, light tan with tinted
windows and rear window
louvers. The vehicle also has
possible front-end damage.
Police said the person driving the vehicle was·
described as a Black female,
19 to 25 years old with shoul.der length braided hair.
Anyone with information is
asked to call Tampa Police at
(813) 276-3686.

Four Arrested After Fleeing
!i
.w
And Crashing Vehicle

During a Sunday service at an area church, Harry Mimmen&er, Ernest Braxton, Ezell
Mosely, Lane Owens, and Curtis Sanders posed for this photo.
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MARVIN BROWN

DALEMETRIUS BROWN

PINELi.As COUNTY - The
Pin"ellas County Sherifrs
Office reports just before 4:30
p.m. Sul)day, a vehicle was
seen by two deputies driving
erratically on Seminole
Boulevard. When one of the
deputies tried to atop the
vehicle, it sped away and in
the procesa, clipped the other
deputy's cruiaer• .
The two deputies pursued
the vehicle ror a short distance and it was cornered in a
cul-de~aae at the Long Bayou

Complex, crashing into some
mangroves.
Deputies arrested Marvin
Brown, 19, Jeffrey Lee, 17,
Devon Hill, 16, and
Dalemetrius Brown, 20.
Mevln Brown, the driver,
was charged with 2 counts of
aggravated assault, fleeing
and eluding, and possession
of erack cocaine.
·
Lee, 811~ and Daleaaeaiua
Browa were charged with
pouession of erack cocaine.

In attendance durin& an educational aummlt wen: Della SaDCbe.. Opal Heney, Sherlene
Thompaon, Carolyn Sheppard, Martha Kennedy, Mike Monea, Homer Torre.. Mildred
Oliver, Vl...lnla Von DraD, Bvt~I)'D Roberta. Donna Glauuer, Rosita Laurence. and Karen
Frenchman.

ENTERTAINMENT

McMillan Sues
·Ex-Husband For $40M
DANVILLE, Calif. --Terry
McMillan is suing her former husband for $40 million,
alleging that he · tried to
smear her reputation during
their highly publicized 2005
divorce.
McMillan, 55, filed the
complaint Wednesday in
Contra
Costa , County
Superior Court against
Jonathan Plummer, 32,
who inspired her best-selling
1996 novel, "How Stella Got
Her Groove Back.~ The book,
later adapted into a · inovie
starring Angela Bassett
and Taye Diggs, chronicled
the adventures of a 40-something woman who falls for a

· TERRY MCMILLAN

guy half her age.
The lawsuit claims.
Plummer, a Jamaica
native, married McMillan
in 1998 only to become a
U.S. citizen. He later
announce.d that he's gay.

Snoop ·Denied Visa
To Enter UK
Sean "Diddy" Combs may
have to enter the UK leg of
his One Love Peace Tour
without co-headliner Snoop .
Dogg after British authorities made a last minute
move to keep the Long Beach
rapper out of the country.
On Friday, Snoop was
told that he has been denied
a visa to enter Britain for
th~ tour's scheduled performance tomorrow {3/27) at
London's Wemoley Arena.
The 35-year-old, whose real
name is Calvin Broadus,
was also prevented from
entering Britain last May
due to. his involvement in a
fracas last year-at London's
Heathrow airport.
"Snoop still sincerely
hopes tha.t the British

SNOOP DOGG And DIDDY

Government will reconsider
their decision and UK shows
will be allowed to go on as
planned," said his rep, referring to scheduled shows in
Cardiff,
Manchester,
Glasgow, and Nottingham
later this week. "Many
routes are being explored to
the prime minister to have
the decision reversed," she
added.

Arrest -Warrant Issued
For Foxy Brown
A Fort Lauderdale, Fla., ,
judge issued a warrant for the
arrest of rapper ~~~ ~rown
on March 22, a~.6e failed
to appear in couPron charges
stemming from 'an alleged '
scuffle in a beauty supply
store.
Judge Joel Lazurus
issued the bench warrant for
Brown after she did not
show up in court in Fort
Lauderdale, the Miami
Herald reported.
Brown was charged in
February with battery and
resisting arrest without violence.
·
According to the Florida ·
arrest report, Brown was
applying beauty products in
the. bathroom when a Queen
Beauty Supply employee told
her the business was closed
and it was time to leave. She
refused and threw hair glue
at the employee, the report

said. Brown then spat on the
man as he· called 911, staining his shirt.
She later struggled with a
polic.e officer who responded
to the call, the report said.
She was released on a $1,500
bond.
Brown's lawyer, New York
state Sen. John Sampson,
was participating in the legislative session and was
unreachable, an aide in his
office said.

Vlvlca A. Fox
Arrested on
DUI Suspicion

VIVICA A. FOX

LOS ANGELES-- Vivica
A. Fox was released from
jail early Wednesday after
she was arrested for investigation of driving under the
influence, authorities said.
The 42-year-old actress was
pulled over late Tuesday
after her vehicle passed a
patrol car on the Hollywood
Freeway at 80 mph,
California Highway Patrol
Officer Leland Tang said.
Fox was arrested after
failing a field sobriety test,
he said. Breathalyzer tests
also indicated her blood-alcohol level was greater than
.08 percent, the legal limit,
Tang said.
A woman who answered
the phone at the office of
Fox's manager said, "We
have no comment on that.

Tony Yayo Arrested ~-;or
Punching 14-Year-Oid
Rapper Tony Yayo, who
will celebrate his 29th birthday this Saturday, was
arrested and detained in New
York for the alleged assault of
a 14-year-old boy.
According to online
reports, the victim is the son
of Jimmy "Henchmen"
Rosemond, the head of
record label/management
firm Czar Entertainment.
The company handles the
career of 50's rival The
Game. Also, 50 and
Rosemond have been on opposite sides of a court battle
over the release· of "The
, Infamous Times - Volume 1:
The Original 50 Cent," a
Czar-produced DVD about a
deceased drug kingpin known
in Brooklyn as the "original
50 Cent."
The alleged asasult took
place Tuesday (3/20) after
Rosemond's son left school
and was headed to his internship at his father's offices on
West 25th Street. The building is located near Violator
Management, the company
that handles 50 Cent's
career .
Sources close to Czar told
Allhiphop.com that 50 Cent,
Tony Yayo and several associates were leaving Violator
Management and saw the boy
walking down the street

TONYYAYO

dressed in a Cz.ar T-shirt.
They reportedly had no idea
that
the
teen
was
Rosemond's son.
According to sources, Yayo
backhanded the boy then
screamed profane words
towards Czar Entertainment.
Violator wasn't available
for comment on the charges,
but sources within the compa- .,
ny tell the Web site that 50
was not present at the alleged ::0
assault.
c
Yayo, born Marvin ·l>
Bernard, was reportedly C1J
taken to a precinct in down- ~
town Manhattan along with ::j
his associates to be identified Z
by the teen. The boy's mother, m
r;Cynthia Reed, was to m
accompany her son to the sta- C:
tion. She has released the following statement in response m
to the alleged assault.
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Sheffield Shows
Yankees What
They Are Missing

.Florida Lands
In Final Four

BEAUTY UNLIMITED

C/)

w

LAKELAND, Fla . -- Gary
Sheffield showed the New ·
York Yankees what they'll be ·
missing this season.
·
Sheffield hit a three-run
homer and a sacrifice fly in
his first two trips to the plate,
helping the Detroit Tigers
score six runs in the first two
innings of a 9-5 victory over ·
the Yankees on Sunday. The nine-time All-Star was
traded to . Detroit in
November - the first major
move of the offseason. He got
a contract extension from the million extension through
2009 and promised he wouldTiger8.
"You knew how it was going n't have to play first base
to be," New York's Jason anymore. They are, however,
Giambi said. "That's always · turning him into a regular
~ the kiss of death, when you designated hitter for the first
Q see a guy leave and play them time in his stellar career.
Sheffield, who has 455
again. They always have a big
home runs in 19 seasons,
Q . game." ·
.
New York exercised missed most of last year with
Z
a wrist injury after an April
<( Sheffield's $13 million
~ option to prevent him from collision with Toronto's Shea
C becoming a free agent, then Hillenbrand .
"My wrist is fine," he- said.
f{J traded him for prospects.
"I
don't
even think about it."
;:,
The. Tigers gave him a $28
;:::)
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_Kobe.Has ~oS!It .Popular_
.Jersey ln . USA, C~ina
Kobe Bryant now has the also had. the top- ,..,.,........,.,.="""..,.,.,..,
most popular jersey in China, selling _tersey in
too.
the
United
The Los Angeles Lakers' States.
He
star .has the top-selling jersey . increased _. his
there, while sales of Yao popularity
in
Ming's jersey in his home , Asia after tourcountry continue· to fall; ing the continent
according 'to results released ·last summer, even · KOBE
-by the NBA on Tuesday.
-- though ' he was BRYANT
Bryant moved up three unable to play for
.
spots to replace Tracy the United States in the
McGrady, Yao's teammate world championships after
with t)le Houston ~ockets, knee surgery.
atop the list. McGrady
Allen Iverson remained
slipped to thirci, while Yao second for the second straight
dropped three spots to sixth. · year, while Dwyane Wade
Bryant, :who switched from arid LeBron James rounded
No. 8 to No. 24 this season, out the top five.

NBA Scolds Arenas For
Making $10 Be~ With Fan~

;!

WASHINGTON-- Gilbert would make the......-------.
Arenas was admonished -by winning basket.
the NBA for making $10 bets He missed badly
with fans during the -- throwing up a
Washington Wizards' loss at shot that fell
Portland on Wednesday.
short of the rim-- •
"We spoke to Gilbert and and finished with .
•
explained the issue to him," . only 19 points.
.
·
NBA spokesman · John . "I · o~e some" GU..BERT
Acunto said Sunday~ "And he. body 10 bucks," ARENAS
assured us h.e wouldn't do Arenas said. "I
bet a fan if I had a chance I
anything like this again."
. Arenas made the bets as he
bantered with fans through- would make the last shot."
out the Wizards' 100-98 loss.
Arenas later elaborated on
He was booed during pregame ·. ~isJ}ba.com blog, ·saying that
introductions and whenever he made $10 bets with two
he touched the ball because fans during the game and had
he had promised to score 50 obtained their e-mail addresspoints against the . Trail es so that he could pay them
Blazers.
off. The · NBA since has
After the game, Arenas removed the· references to the
said he bet a fan $10 that he. · bets from the bl?g.

Lee Humphrey scores two
of his 23 points in the region. al final against Oregon.

ST. LOUIS-- Go ahead,
hate Florida all ·you want.
But you can't beat these
Gators. Not in the NCAA
tournament.
Not yet, anyway.
.
Inside, outside, early, late
-- the Gators find a way to
get it done when there's a
title at stake.
Joakim Noah and his
buddies are heading back to
the Final Four, looking for a
second straight national
championship that was
worth more to them than
NBA millions.
"It's so great because we
were under a microscope,"
Noah said after Florida's
85-77 victory over thirdseeded Oregon in the
Midwest Regional final on
Sunday afternoon. ·
"There_was so much hate.
But we know that what
matters is what's ·going on
here." ·
·
Lee Humphrey made
seven 3-pointers an~ finished with 23 points, and
Taurean Green added 21.
Noah had .14 points and 14
rebounds. It was Florida's
16th straight postseason victory, a stretch that includes
one national championship
and ·two Southeastern
Conference titles.
Next stop for the top-Seeded Gators': Atlanta, where
they'll play UCLA in .the
national semifinals in a
rematch of last year's championship Game.

"The.Voice
'·of
.
Our Community ·
Speaking for .Itself'

'ANGIE
We are glad to present a young lady who . will:
surely make your spring just a ·little bit better.
The stunning· Angie is this week's Beauty
Unlimited Feature. This young lady is hard to
ignore and impossible to forget so. we are·glad to
have her. Angie loves modeling, dancing, shopping and having a good time. ·Anybody trying to
get to know this Angie better has to~ outgoing,
respectful, have a great sense of humor and be
good-looking: Congratulations to Angie on being .
this ~eek's Beauty Unlimited Feature. •

BROTHIR'S ~

GRAPHICS

1248 E. Hillsborough Suite#f:206 '
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Strahan Granted
Temporary Stay In
Paying His Ex-vvife
NEWARK~ N.J. -- An
appellate court has granted
Michael Strahan, defensive
end for the Giants, a temporary 'stay"on a lower court's ·
ruling that he pay his exwife $6.5 million, according
. to a newspaj>er report.
- · In January, Judge James
Convery awarded Jean ·
Strahan $15.3 million and ·
set child .support at $18,000.
a month. Michael· Strahan
has paid more 'than half of
MICHAEL STRAHAN ·
the money but he is arguing
that the remaining $6.5 million Is too much.
of N~wark for Saturday's
~ ,. The Superior Court editions.
·
Convery scolded Michael
_Appellate Division granted
the·temporary stay Friday, Strahan earlier this' month
but has not 4ecided whether, for not paying the remaining
the n;wney s~ould be denied amount and 4enied his
·to ·Jean Strahan entirely, requeSt to avoid makirig the
as her ex-husband request- · payment while his appeal of
ed. •
the award was still being
•_ .."''Jean is disappointed by • processed.
-the ruling; but sh~ is cdnfi- · · _:I'he Strahim.s used to live ·
· dent · that .-. when_ · the in M~ntclair with their 2·:Appellate-Division hear~ ·all . year-old twin daughters, but
. the ·facts it will affirm the .filed for divorce in March
lower court's decision," Ellen 2005, a legal proceeding that
·Marshall, Jean Strahan's became notorious for its
lawyer, tol_d
the Star:-Ledger
mudslinging. · ..
.
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Bears Sign
Brown, Free
Agent Anthony
Adams

c
~~

RUBEN BROWN AND
ANTHONY ADAMS

m
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Foranet Colts_~- -Reid Arrested On
Drug; Gun Charges·
VIRGINIA BEACH, Va. -Dexter Reid, who won his
second Super Bowl ring last
month and then was
released by the Indianapolis
Colts, was arrested on gun
and drug charges Sunday
after being pulled over on
suspicion of drunken driving. Reid, a Norfolk native,
was driving a black 2004
GMC SUV -when he was
pulled over at 4:32 a.m. in
the city, police spokesmad.
DEXTER REID ..
. Sgt. ;Brian· Ricardo said.
While officers were investigating, they found a hang- School, where he st~red in
gun and marijuana in the football, basketball and
vehicle, Ricardo said.
track, Reid playecl at North
Reid, 26, was cooperative Carolina from 2000-0~ aJ?.d
with officers, who charged ·was chosen in tlie fourth
him with first-offense pos- round of the 2004 NFL draft
session of a con_c ealed by · the New England
weapon· and with a felony Patriots, where he won his
charge of possession of marl- first ring in 2005. · ... .
·
- juana.
He signed as a free
A graduate of Granby High . with the Colts this year.

LAKE FOREST, Ill. (AP) The Chicago Bears agreed to
terms with Pro Bowl lE!ft
guard Ruben Brown on a
one-year deal Sunday.
The team also agreed to
terms on a four-year contract
with former San Francisco
defensive tackle Anthony
Adams.
Brown made his ninth Pro
Bowl appearance and first as
a member of the Bears last
season. He was an eight-time
selection with the Buffalo
Bills between 1995 and 2003
_before signing with Chicago
in April 2004.
Adams was a second-round
draft pick in 2003 and-has_
started 34 games in four seasons with the 49ers, where _
he struggled last season to fit
into a 3-4 scheme. The Penn
.State _product had i55 tackles, including six sacks in 58 ·
games:
· · -) ·

· -Stunning Rally : ·
Lifts Georgetown
- Past' UNC In OT -
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·Tiger r~k~s- DoraJ -~ <.mz:::! ·
Again, Sets--Sights.· -emr
On Masters
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MIAMI - Tiger Woods felt
stiffness' in his neck-from a
bad night of sleep on his
boat.
·
.
For the first time·.in 3?
years, he couldri.'t break par
when he had entered Sunday
with
-the lead. And he played ·
·For 'JII Your 'SeafOoct Delights, Mm:vtn!Has Just Wluit·You Need.
so cautiously 'on the final
· •Fresh &-Smoked.:.Mullet •Trout ~Snappe
hole of the CA Championship that the outcome was in
•Shrimp •Sh~ap Head •Live Blue Crabs .•
.
doubt for as long as it tOok a
Georgetown's Jeff Green,
50-foot par putt to settle a
left, ·and Jonathan ~allace, · few feet froin the.cup. ·
center, celebrate defeating
In his _eyes, it was an ideal
North· Carolina 96-84 on
way to prepare for the
Sunday.
Masters.
·
EAST ~UTHERFORD;
"You can't have any better - ing goinginto·the la~t'round,
N.J.- Same names, diffet;ent
way - ~etting a 'W' -right - never letting ~yone
endin~s. Unlike father, i~ke · before you go,'! Woods said than~ four. shots until th
fl!On.
-.
I
•
after a two-shot victory over final three holes.'
Twenty-five years lat~r. · Brett Wetterlch.
He closed with a ·1-over 7
Georgetown got eve!?-. ....._ ' Forget the details and con~ only" the sixth time iii
· . In an NCAA tournament . - sider the ,big p~cture.
_,· ' ~r..he has won by
.He was so dominant at ing 'o ver· pal' in· the
3602 7th ~venue:
FL -;~ ·.· full of'incredible rallies, it
the Hoy as' _turn ·-:Doral'that he_didn~t have· tQ round. · · · . ·
-, ~ . ·~ - -_- ·2 41•2301. 247-3719 ·""-,.. -.:. - - ·was
"I figured if I shOt ·against North Carolina,- for - break par. He b~ilt such · a .
goodness sakes,the same Tar
commanding lead. on ~' a · par,-it would be over;"
Heels who won .the national · _w·a rm, blustery afternoon said. "Didn't qui t.e .get
69¢ and Up
title on a>Michael Jordao.
that the sm'artesf play was . done, but endecf up ~····-·-•'·
jumper that slenied a - differ- ~ to hit 3_-iron 'Off ~he tee, _8 - .,; anyways:" . .
· :, ·,; · ·
erit Georgetown team led by . iron to lay up &:P.'d we.dge .:_'· "I- love thi; golf cp\i~~/'
a ·coach named T_J,.ompson .: some 50'feet·beyond ·the -cup · said. "And when· it ·_
arid aplayer named Ewing a : . on the demanding "18th hole. : decided that we wel1-~ .g:OlllK'!I
g?ne~~ion·ago._
· · :.; :·;;. - _ .i ·
lc;x>ked easy tohim -out. _to com~ here~ J justt-ttl'olturh
Th~~e Hoy~ .overcame._ an : · there today;'' . W t!tter.ich · th'at, this ,was a W,o
11-pomt defic1t m ihe second · . said. . _. . _ · : ·. :_. _ , , , ;~: opportunitf 'fol_' me
- half, then ripped ·, off: 14.·
Woods said it w~ a strug- the championship."·
... straight points in overtime to . gle, but he got' the momen-•; . He finished at iv. . IJLI.JUt;:l:_;t
·. · stun top-seeded Carolina 96- · tum he wanted heading intq 278 and earned $ ·
Eatshte1r
~fi·onalt
~ntoal . the first' major of th~ year. for liis second victory.-.of
· 8S4unindath~
y 10r
rs~ np_
the FinalFour.since1986. .. ·• - He won his _31st str_aight~;;year, 'an~5~thofhisc8reer.
i .
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MR. JOSEPH
D. ALLEN

MRS. RUTH
B. LEWIS

Mr. Joseph D. Allen, of
11814 Weaver Lane, passed
away March 21, 2007, at the
Melech Hospice House of
Temple Terrace. Services
will be held in Baltimore,
Maryland. Brother Clinton
Miles, of Central Church Of
Christ,
will
officiate.
' Interment · will follow at
Garrison Forest Veterans
·Cemetery in Owings Mills,
Maryland.
.
Mr. Allen was 76 years old.
He was a native of Tampa,
Florida, ·where he was baptized into the Church Of
Christ. He was preceded in
death by his 'wife, Francis
Allen, of 50 years, father,
Jerry M. Allen, and his mother, Estella Allen.
He served in the Armed
Services during the Korean
Conflict. He retired from the
United States Postal Service
as a Letter Carrier after over
30 years of service.
Mr. Allen enjoyed sports,
especially golf. He also
coached and refereed basketball and football. He is a
graduate of · Middleton
Senior High School, class of
1947. He attended Tuskegee
Institute and also Morgan
State University.
He leaves to cherish his
memory: 2 devoted sisters,
Elizabeth Bethea and !nell
G. Raney, of Tampa; brother,
Henry F. Allen, of Sumter,
South Carolina; 3 sisters-inlaw: Hilda Brown, of
Braddock, PA, Mildred Allen,
of Sumter, South Carolina,
and Kuzoko Lewis; and a
host of nieces and nephews,
cousins, friends, especially
the golf course · friends of
Forest Park Golf Course, of
Baltimore.
A Morning Glory' Service.
Mr. Harold Jones, Owner.

Mrs. Ruth B. Lewis, 93, of
Tampa, passed away Friday,
March 23, 2007, 'at Memorial
Hospital, Tampa. A Final
Tribute of Love will be held
at 7:00 p. m., Thursday,
March 29, at Ray Williams
Funeral Home, 301 N.
Howard Avenue.
Mrs. Lewis was a native of
Oklahoma City, Oklahoma
and moved to Tampa in 1938.
Mrs. Lewis was preceded in
death by: her mother, Susie
Owens Milling; her father,
Frank Milling; sister, Cecil
Milling Dawson; husband,
Dr. Alfonso Leroy Lewis, and
daughter, Martha Allen
Alexander.
She is survived by her
daughters, Deloris E. Lewis
and Gwendolyn R. Lewis;
granddaughter,
Glynis
Alexander West; cousins, The
Owens family; extended fam- ily, Rogers, Gittens, Harris,
Wilds, and Latson families;
friends, Felix · and Eva
Robinson, ·Grace Mitchell,
Barbara M. Jefferson, Oretha
Wright, Gloria Philmore,
Gwendolyn V. Wells, Jo Ann
Roux and Delores Scott
Crownly.
. Visitation will begin at 6 p.
m. Thursday, March 29, 2007,
at Ray Williams Funeral
Home, 301 N.. Howard
Avenue.
Arrangements entrusted to
RAY WILLIAMS FUNERAL
HOME, Rhodes & Northern,
Owners. · ·

•••

REST HAVEN
MEMORIAL PARK
" A Community Pride"

• 4615 E. Hanna • Tampa 33610 ·

Spaces • Monuments • Markers
DISCOUNT AVAILABLE

626-2332

Harmon
Funeral Home

John W . Harmon, L .F.D.

locai news
education
re.ligion
business
health
sports
family
entertainment
i n the

Fl o rida Sentin
813 - 2 4 8 - 1 921

It's been 5 years now- oh,
how your kids have grown!
We all miss you dearly. And
the girls still speak of you
often.
. Love you still, Ms. Jeanie
and your kids.

Death
Notices
.
~

AIKENS
FUNERAL HOME
Mrs. Johnnie Mae Fashaw,
Tampa.
Mr. Raymond Neal, Sr., Tampa.
Mrs. Mary Elizabeth Shennan,
Tampa.
Mrs. Sarah Williams, Tampa.

EVERETT·DERR
&ANDERSON
Mr. H~rold "Hall, 2108 East
Ellicott StreeL
Mrs. Bertha Lee Jackson, 6717
Elm Court.

==CRIME==

Two Teenagers Wounded,
One Critical, After Shots
Fired Into Residence
The Hillsborough County
Sheriffs Office reports that a
shooting Thursd·ay night has
left one teenager critical and a
second in stable condition: after
shots were fired into a residence.
Deputies said Aaro.n
Lindsey, 19, and Courtney
Carr, 18, were at a residence
in the rear of property in the
5000 block of East Chelsea
along with 4 others.
The 4 witnesses told deputies
they saw two vehicles pull into
the driveway of the residence
then turn off their heildli.'ghts.
Shortly a.(terwards, several
shots were fired at the 'residence, striking Lindsey in the
eye and Carr in the shoulder.
No one else was injured.
Immediately after the shooting, deputies said the suspects
fled in the vehicles.
The vehicles are described as
a silver dodge pickup or SUV

.. AARON LINDSEY
..... sustained a wound
·. · . to the eye • .... ·
and a burgundy Chevrolet
TahoeSUV.
Hospital officials said they
cannot release an update on
Lindsey's condition, and the
family doesn't ,wish to be contacted at this time.

Shots Fired From Vehicle
Kill 15-Year-Oid
ST. PETERSBURG - St. Petersburg Police officers were calle'd to
the 2200 block of Highland Street Saturday morning after receiving information about a shooting.
When officers arrived, they found 15-year-old Deandre Brown
suffering from a gunshot wound to the upper body. Brown was
transported to a local hospital where he died from his injuries.
Police said the investigation has revealed that a vehicle pulled
alongside Brown and another teenager, and a n ·occupant fired ·
several shots in their direction.
Brown was shot and several stray bullets entered a nearby residence.
·
Police have no description ~f the vehicle or suspects at this time.
The investigation into the shooting is continuing.

MORNING GLORY
FUNERAL CHAPEL
Joseph Allen, 11814 Weaver
Lane, Thonotosassa.

Mrs. Mary E. Ortiz, 26 Matha
Place.
Mr. Marice Johnson, Detroit,
Michigan.
Mrs. Priscilla T. Ortiz, 13129 N.
19thStreeL
· Mr. Thomas Riley, 11416
Michelle Way.
·
Roberta Thompson Sampton,
606 Rosemarie Avenue. ·

RAY WILLIAMS
FUNERAL HOME
Mr. Claude Draughn, 6811
Wayside Court.
Mrs. Ella Johnson,- 4006 W.
LaSalle StreeL
·
Mrs. Ruth Lewis, Tampa.
· Mr. Clarence Williams, 4208 E.
Temple Heights Road.

WILSON·
FUNERAL HOME
Mrs. Jillian Rose-Marie Joseph
Libert, Seffner.
Torrie L McDuffie, 8518 Ridein
Road.
~amin A McKever, Sr., 7402

~~~~~--~~~--~~~~S~L

• Find You ACorner And Make _Quick
Monev In ACouple 01 Hours! .
Cost

Profit

$5.00

$2.50

$10.00_.

. !

$5.00

$15.00

$7.50

$20.00

$10.00

$25.00 '

. $12.50

$50.00

$25.00

$100.00

. $50.00

smaoo·

~oo~o

Doretha Moore, Tampa.

FREE QUOTES
Owner/Manager
5 002 N . 40th St.

626-8600

220721st Ave. • Tampa, Fl33605
' . [8131 248-1921

~~~~~~~~~~iilJI .
America·Has A
Black Miss USA
The Miss USA tiara has
seen some rough days in the
past 12 months. But it all
came to an end Friday as the
crown waived huh-bye to the
sex scandals, club hopping
and rehab stint endured
under the reign of Tara
. Conner and found itself
atop the coiffe~ hairdo of
Rachel Smith, :.a: bi-racial
joq.rnalism grad from ·
clarksviUe, Tennessee who
beat out 50 other contestants
RACHEL SMITH
to win the annual competition.
named the first runner-up.
"I'm speechless at this
When asked whether she
point, I really am," said the was ready to take over for
21-year-old alumnus of Conner, Smith admitted it
Nashville's
Belmont would . "be a little bit of a
University after the pageant, challenge," but quickly ·
which inCluded contestants added she was up to the
from all 50 states and the task. "I'm excited to see what·
District of Columbia. _
this year will hold," she said.
In the final stretch of the
Smith also pr'aised the
competition at Hollywood's ·way Conner handled her
Kodak Theatre, Smith various challenges.
_edged out African American
"I definitely learned a
'finalist Meagan Yvonne lot," Smith said of Conner's
Tandy of California; Cara tenure as Miss USA.
Renee Gorges of Kansas;
Asked how she would
Helen Salas of Nevada; and behave during her reign,
Danielle Lacourse · of Smith said: "I'm going to be
Rhode Island, who .was honest and open."

Neighbors:

Grills Burned For Days
After Body Bumed
HOUSTON, Texas -- For at
. least two days, neighbors at a
city apartment ·. complex
noticed an acrid aroma, black
smoke and leaping flames .
coming from two barbecue
grills ~m the balcony of a second-floor apartment. . ,.
· What,neighbors at the Red
Oak Place apartments won~
dered, was going on in the
unit where 27-year-old
Timothy Wayne Shepherd
lived? What was he burning
all hours, for days at a
time? . ,
The answer turned their
stomachs.
According to Ia w enforcement officials, Shepherd dismembered, and then burned the body of his former girl~
friend, Tynesba Stewart, a
19~year-old Texas A&M
University student. Nothing
remains of Stewart's body,
Harris County Sheriff
Tommy Thomas said at a
press conference Saturday.
"I just don't know what to
think ·about it," said Louis
Evans, whose balcony faces
Shepherd's in the quiet treelined .enclave in .northern
Houston. "I thought he was a
nice normal per!Jon. I guess
you never know what your
neighbors are doing."
- Authorities said Shepherd
has confessed to strangling

at

Timothy Wayne Shepherd,·

~~

2 Teens Charged In
Pregnant Woman's Death
JACKSONVILLE, Fla. -Jacksonville police announced
on Thursday afternoon that
they have arrested two suspects in the case of a young
woman who was fatally shot
, last month.
Police said 20-year-old
Sharon Nelson was gunned
down in Panama Park in the
early-morning hours of Feb.
28 . .,

According to detectiv.es,
Nelson was a passenger i~1 a
car at East 63rd Street and
Buffalo Avenue when she was
shot. Nelson was then driven
to East 61st Street at North

I§

where she later died.
!.""-~
Police said Nelson was the , 1\)
-mother of one child and was 1
four months pregnant with 1 ~
her second child.
j·
Police have charged 19year-old Ralph Brown Jr.
with Nelson death.

g

According to a police report,
witnesses saw Brown shoot- ·
ing at Nelson's car.
Police have also charged a
Main Street, where she was ' second suspect in connection
met by police and rescue per- with the slaying. Kendrick
sonnel.
Williams, 19, is charged with
She was rushed to Shands- accessory after the fact -- a
Jacksonville _Medical Center, second-degree felony.
Ralph Brown, Jr. And
KendrickWI'III'ams
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Annual Percentage Yield*
Offer good for consumers and businesses
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You work hard
for your money.
Now let it return
the favor.
Isn't it time your hard-earned money did some serious work of
its own? That's why we're proud to offer this competitive CD
rate- a very special investment that can help you meet your
financial goals faster. Hurry in to take advantage of this great ·
rate. The soon_er you do, the. more you'll earn.
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27, is led into court in

Houston, Texas, on Friday.
Shepherd is cha~ged in the
killing of his ex-girlfriend,
Tynesha Stewart.
and dismembering Stewart,
a college .freshman who was
home on spring break,
because he was angry that
she had started a new relationship.
Officials first thought
Shepherd had disposed of ·
her remains in a large commercial trash bin that had
since been emptied, launching
an intense debate in the area
about whether the Sheriff's
Department should conduct a
massive and expensive search
of area landfills for Stewart's
remain11.

Stop by any Sun Trust bra_nch today, or call888.552.3006.

.u.ar
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Seeing beyono money
•Limited time offer. Offer is non-transferable and may not be combined with any other offers. Annual
Percentage Yield (APY) is accurate as of 3118/07 and the term/APY is subject to change at any time
lllld without notice. Minimum opening deposit is $2,000; maximum ciQening deposit is S1 ,000,000
per household. Offer good for consumer and business accounts. No).available for public funds.
There is a substantial penalty for early withdrawal, .
·
.
.
.
SunTrul1 Bank, Member FDIC. 02007 SunTIIJat Banks, Inc. SunTrust and S&eing beyond money
are federally registered service marks of Sun Trust Banks, Inc. mkt 52312
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IN THE CIRCUIT COURT OF
THE THIRTEENTH JUDICIAL
CIRCUIT IN AND FOR
HILLSBOROUGH COUNTY
JUVENILE DIVISION
FFN: 508415
.Case 10: 06-DP-0522
Division V
IN THE INTEREST OF:
PARRISH, Malachi
05/10/2006
NOTICE OF AN ADVISORY .
HEARING ON PARENTAL
RIGHTS PROCEEDING
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FAILURE TO PERSONALLY
APPEAR
AT
THE
ADVISORY
HEARING
CONSTITUTES CONSENT
TO THE TERMINATION OF
PARENTAL RIGHTS OF
THIS CHILD. IF YOU FAIL ·
TO APPEAR ON THE DATE
AND TIME SPECIFIED, YOU
MAY LOSE ALL LEGAL
RIGHTS AS A PARENT TO
THE CHILD NAMED IN THE
PETITION ATTAC.HED TO
THIS NOTICE.
TO: Unknown Father
Residence/Whereabouts
Unknown
YOU WILL PLEASE
TAKE NOTICE · that a
Petition for Termination of
Parental Rights has been
filed in the Circuit Court of
the Thirteenth Judicial Circuit
of the State of Florida, in an
for Hillsborough· County,
Florida, Juvenile Division,
alleging that the . abovenamed child is dependent
child and by which the
Petitioner is asking for the
termination of parental rights
and permanent commitment
to the child _to the' Q~partment
of Children ·and ·Families for
subseq~~~t adoption.·

·

IN THE CIRCUIT COURT OF
THE THIRTEENTH
JUDICIAL CIRCUIT IN
AND FOR HILLSBOROUGH
COUNTY, FLORIDA

IN THE CIRCUIT COURT OF
THE THIRTEENTH
JUDICIAL CIRCUIT IN
AND FOR HILLSBOROUGH
COUNTY, FLORIDA

DIVISION H
Case No. 07-000192

DIVISION F
Case No. 06-06099

PARSRAM KHUBLAL
Individually, and
NAIMOON KHUBLAL
Individually
(Plaintiffs) ·
vs.
HATIIE DAVIS, Individually,
JOHN WATSON, Individually,
THERESA I. WATSON,
Individually, aJkla THERESA
WATSON ATKINS, CARRIE
MAE WORTHY, Individually,
and HATIIE BELL McLEOD,
Individually
(Defendants)
,

NOTICE OF ACTION
. TO: Dalton Utsey
Individually
Last Known Address of
6428 Brandy Drive, Spring
Hill, FL 34607 and
Defendant's Unknown
Spouse, Heirs, Devisees,
Grantees, Judgment
. Creditors, And All Other
Parties Claiming By,
Through, Under Or Against
Said Named Defendants

NOTICE OF ACTION

TO: Hattie Bell McLeod,
Individually,
Last Known Address of
350711th Avenue
Tampa, FL 33605
And
Defendanfs Unknown
Spouse, Heirs, Devisees,
Grantees, Judgment
Creditors, And All Other Parties Claiming By,
Through, Under Or Against
Said Named Defendant

YOU ARE HEREBY
NOTIFIED that an action
to quiet and confirm title in
the following described real
property located in Hillsborough
County,
Florida:

YOU ARE HEREBY
NdTIFIED that an action
to quiet and confirm title
in the following described real
property
located .
in
Hillsborough County, Florida:
North % of the South 215 of the
East % of the SW X of the NE
X of the SE X of Section 8,
Township .28 South, Range 20
East, Hillsborough County,
Florida, less the West 30 feet
for road right of way.
the "Property".

· . has been filed by the Plaintiffs,
Parsram Khublal and Naimoon
Khublal, against you.

You are required to serve .
, a copy of your written .·.
· defenses,if any, to the Verified
Complaint to Quiet Tax Title on
the attorney for the Plaintiff,
ANITA R. G-ERACI, Esquire, .
YOU ARE HEREBY
whose address is 1560 Bloxam
notified that you· are required
Avenue, Clermont, Florida
to appear personally on the
34711,
on
or
before
8th day of May; 2007, at
April 23, 2007 and to file the
9:30, before the Honorable
original with the Clerk of this
Court either before service . on
Katherine G. Essrig, at the
Plaintiff's · attorney
or
Edgecomb Courthouse, 800
immediately
thereafter.
East Twiggs Street,5th Floor,
Otherwise, a default will be
Tampa; Florida 33602, to
entered against _you for the
show cause, if any, why
relief demanded in the
parental rights shall not be
complaint.
terminated and said child
In
accordance·
with
shall not be permanently
the Americans Disabilities
committed to the Flori da
Act,
persons
needing
Department of Children and
specia l accommodations to
participate in this hearing
Families for subsequent
should contact the A.D .A .
adoption. You are entitled
Coordinator not later . than
to be represented by an
seven (7) days prior to the
attorney at this. proceeding.
proceeding at 813-272-7040 or
via Florida Relay Se rvice
DATED this .111 day of
at 1-800-955-8770.
March. 2007.
Dated thi s ll1h day of
March, 2007.
PAT FRANK
PAT COLLIER FRANK
CLERK OF THE
· Clerk of the
CIRCUIT COURT
Circuit Court

·-

By: /s/ LINDALEPELLETIER
DEPUTY CLERK

PARSRAM KHUBLAL
Individually, and
NAIMOON KHUBLAL
•
Individually
(Plaintiffs)
vs.
CALTON UTSEY, Individually,
and JAMES N. THOMAS,
·
Trustee,
Individually
(Defendants)

By: /s/ HENRY SUBER, JR.
DEPUTY CLERK

South 113 of NW Y. of NE Y. of
SE %, less right of way for Dale
Mabry Highway, less West 300
feet recorded in the public
records of Hillsborough County,
Florida, all lying and being in
Section 21, Township 28 South,
Range
18
East.
,
the "Property".

'

has been filed by the Plaintiffs,
Parsram Khublal and Naimoon
Khublal, against you.
You are required to serve
a copy of your written
defenses, if any, to the
Complaint to Quiet Tax Title on
the attorney for the .Plaintiff.
ANITA R. GERACI, ~squire,
whose address is 1560
Bloxam Avenue, Clermont,
Florida, 34711 , on or before
April 16. 2007 and to file the
original with the Clerk of this
Court either before service on
the .Plaintiff's . attorney or
immediately
thereafter.
Otherwise, a def.ault will be
entered against you for the
relief demanded in the
complaint.
In accordance with
the
Americans With Disabilities
Act,
persons
needing
special accommodation s to
participate in this hearing
shou ld contact ·the A .D.A .
Coordinator not later than
seven (7) days prior to the
proceeding at 813-272-7040 or
via Florida Relay Service
at 1-800-955-8770.
Dated this 1Mb day of
March. 2007.
PAT COLLIER FRANK
Clerk of the
Circuit Court
By: /s/ HENRY SUBER, JR.
DEPUTY CLERK

\ ,

INVITATION TO BID
Sealed Bids for furnishing of all labor and materials and performing all work
necessary and incidental to the conslruction of Athletic Tracks Asphalt
Pavement at: Armwood Hjgh School, 12000 E. US Highway 92, Seffner,
FL 33584; East Bay High School, 7710 Big Bend Road, Gibsonton, FL
33534; Coleman Middle School, 1724 South Manhattan Avenue, Tampa,
FL 33629; and Van Buren Middle School, 8715 North 22nd Street,
Tampa, FL 33604; and Parking Areas Asphalt Pavement at Kenly
Elementary School, 2909 66th Street, Tampa, FL 33619; Lake Magdalene
Elementary School, 2002 Pine Lake Drive, Tampa, FL 33612; Adams
Middle School, 10201 N. Boulevard, Tampa, FL 33612; Greco Middle
School, 6925 E. Fowler Avenue, Temple Terrace, FL 33617; Webb Middle
School, 6035 Hanley Road, Tampa, FL 33634;and the Bus Transfer
Depot at the Instructional Service Center, 2909 N. 40th Street, Tampa, FL
33605 will be received by the School Board of Hillsbor~ugh County, Florida in
the Office of the Supervisor of Purchasing, Third Floor, School Administrative
Center, 901 East Kennedy Boulevard, Tampa, Florida until 3:00 PM,
Tuesday, April 17, 2007. (The mailing address is P. 0. Box -3408, Tampa,
Florida 33601 ). Bids will not be accepted after 3:00 PM of the above date.
Bids will be opened and read aloud in the Purchasing Department,
located on the third floor of the School Administrative Center.
Contractors desiring to bid this project are subjectto an Encouragement
Affirmative Action Plan as identified within the bidding documents.
There will be a mandatory Pre-Bid Meeting on Monday, April 9. 2007 at
8:30A.M. at the Maintenance Operations Center, Conference Room, 4805 E.
Dr. Martin Luther King Jr., Blvd, Tampa, FL 33605, phone (813) 636-1133;
followed by a site meeting at East Bay High School, front office at
approximately 10:30 A.M.; followed by a site meeting at Armwood High
School, front office at approximately 11:30 A.M.; followed by a site meeting at
Kenly Elementary School, front office at approximately 12:15 P.M.; followed
by a site meeting at Instructional Service Center, front office at approximately
1:15 P.M.; followed by a site meeting at Greco Middle School, front office at
approximately 2:00 P.M.; followed by a site meeting at Van Buren Middle
School, front office at approximately 2:45 P.M.; followed by a site meeting at
Adams Middle School, front office at approximately 3:15 P.M.; followed by a
site meeting at Lake Magdalene Elementary School, front office at
approximately 4:00 P.M.; followed by a site meeting Webb Middle School,
front office at approximately 5:00 P.M.; followed by a site meeting at Coleman
Middle School, front officeet approximately 6:00P.M.
IT IS THE .BIDDER'S RESPONSIBILITY TO S,EE THAT BIDS ARE
DELIVERED TO THE PURCHASING DEPARTMENT AS REFERENCED
ABOVE. BID SECI,JRITY MUST BE SUBMITIED WITH BID. THERE ARE
NO EXCEPTIONS.
NOTICE TO ALL BIDDERS: The School Administrative Center is a
"security" building, therefore, visitors will be required to obtain a ,
Visitors Pass prior to entering the building. A photo identification will
need to be presented at this time.
.,
Plans and specifications may be obtained from the architect at a .cost of
(Ten dollars) $10 a set per site. Complete information regarding bidding
documents and other information may be obtained from th~ Engineer:
Kisinger·campo & Associates (KCA)
Engineering - Inspection - Planning
Scott E. Stevens P. E.
P.O. Box 25261 Tampa, FL 33622-5261
Phone (813) 871-5331
Fax(813)871-5135
E-mail address sstevens@kisingercampo.com
No bidder may withdraw his bid for a period of thirty days after date set for bid
opening.

-

THE SCHOOL BO~RD OF HILLSBOROUGH COUNTY, FLORIDA
MARYELLEN ELlA
SUPERINTENDENT OF SCHOOLS

Live-In Care Giver .
For Small Group Home 2
Days Off - Plus Pay
No Convicted
Felons Apply
Robin@ (813) 837-4843

Childcare
Now Hiring FIT & PIT
' ·Teachers For Infants,
ToddlersAnd Pre-K.
,, Morning And Afternoon
Shifts
Available..
.
Call (813) 910-4163

Wanted Immediately: ;
Experienced Janito.rial
Supervisors, Cleaning·
Technicians, And
Floor Technicians
Must Have 'A Clean Criminal
Background
Call 813-775-8540 Between
The Hours Of 6:00 p.m. 9:00p.m • .
·
Leave Your Name And
Phone Number

Building Maintenance
Person Needed
Full-Time Position And
. Some Weekends
·Building Maintenance
Experience Required
Progress Village Academy
8616 Progress Blvd.
Tampa, FL 33619
Call (813) 677-5988

Notice of Bid Opportunity
COMANCO

Environmental

TAMPA

BAYe

WATER
._,.._ .....
~

Corp. is seeking certified
W/MBE · ·
firms to bid on
Southeast

County LandfiU

Section 9 Expansion Project for
' Hillsborough County . The
foilowing trades are being
considered : Hauling!Trucking,
Surveying,
Culvert
Construction,
Electrical,
. Sodding, Construction Testing,
Erosion
Concrete.

Control,

For More Information
Please Call Brian
At 813-988-8829
IN THE. CIRCUIT COURT
OF THE THIRTEENTH JUDICIAL
CIRCUIT IN AND FOR
HILLSBOROUGH COUNTY, ·
FLORIDA
CASE NO.: 05-CA-008041
RIVERSIDE, INC.
a Florida Corporation
.Plaintiff
-vs.JIV. INC., a Florida Corporation;
JIWAT S. LALWANI; ·
DEPARTMENT OF BUSINESS
AND PROFESSIONAL
REGULATION, DIVISION OF
ALCOHOLIC BEVERAGES AND
.TOBACCO, and DEPARTMENT
, OF REVENUE,; Defendant(s)
NOTICE OF SALE
NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN
pursuant to a Final Judgment of
Foreclosure in the above-captioned
matter; I will sell the property
situated ' in Hillsborough County, ·
Florida described as:
.
Alcoholic Beverage License •
No. 39-0344.8
at public sale, to the highest and
best bidder for cash, · Room
2011202, of the Hillsborough County
Courthouse, 800 E. Twiggs .Street,
Tampa, · FL
· 33602,
at
2:00P.M. on Apr1112: 2007.
. ANY . PERSON CLAIMING AN
...
INTEREST ·IN THE SURPLUS
FROM THE SALE, IF ANY,' OTHER
·'
THAN THE PROPERTY OWNER ··
AS OF THE DATE . OF THE LIS
. • PENDENS MUST FILE A CLAIM
WITHIN 60 DAYS AFTER
THE'SALE. ·

SECTION 00020 -INVITATION TO BID

REQUEST FOR PROPOSAL
FOR
An Examination Of
A Management Assertion Report
By A Certified Public Accounting Firm

TAMPA BAY WATER, A REGIONAL WATER SUPPLY AUTHORITY is
requesting written proposals from qualified Independent Certified Public
Accounting (CPA) firms to conduct an examination in accordance with
attest standards established by the American Institute of Certified
Public Accountants and to render an opinion on a Management
Assertion Report pertaining to an annual Schedule of Project Costs of
construction projects associated with the implementation of System
Configuration II prepared to comply with. a Cooperative Funding
Agreement between the Southwest Florida Water Management District
and Tampa Bay. Water. The Schedule of Project Costs and associated
Management Assertion Rep'ort is to include an independent review. The
Schedule of Costs is due each year and is anticipated to be needed for
five (5) years through the time of construction and it is the desire of this
agency to secure these yearly s_ervices for the next 5 years.
Interested parties must submit a letter of interest and 3 copies of
• their proposal to the Records Department: Management Assertion
Report, Attn:
Koni Cassini, Tampa Bay Water, 2575 Enterprise
Road, Clearwater, Fl, 33763 on or before 3:00 p.m.. Monday,
April 23. 2007. Proposals must be submitted in the format specified
and include all required information as indicated in the information
packet. Firms interested in submitting a proposal may be asked to
make a ·presentation at a public meeting to be held at 9:00 a.m.
· on May 10, 2007.
An information packet,
obtained by contacting the
(727) 796-2355, email
Authority's office located
33763.

including scope of services, can be
Records Department of Tampa Bay Water at
records@tampabaywater.org. or at the
at 2575 Enterprise Road, Clearwater, FL,

INVITATION TO BID

Dated this ~Day of
March, 2007.
PAT FRANK
CLERK OF THE
CIRCUIT COURT
· Hillsborough County, Florida

. ·'·

By: /s/ SANDRA GLENNON
DEPUTY CLERK

SEALED BIDS FOR
REPLACEMENT OF THE FIRE ALARM
AN.D/OR INTERCOM SYSTEMS AT:

Email Your Ads To:
ledwards@flsentlnel.com .
Or Fax 24/7 To: 813-248-9218

IJ IS THE BIDDER'S RESPONSIBILITY TO SEE THAT BIDS ARE
DELIVERED TO THE PURCHASING DEPARTMENT AS REFERENCED
ABOVE. BID SECURITY MUST BE SUBMITTED WITH THE BID. THERE
ARE NQ EXCEPTIONS.
Notice To All Bidders: The School Administrative Center is· a "security"
building; therefore, visitors will be required to obtain a Visitors Pass
. prior .to entering the building. Photo .identification will need to. be
presented at the time.
·
Each Bid must be accompanied by the following: ·
·1. A certified check or bid bond in the amount of not less than five percent
(5%) of the maximum amount of the Bid as a guarantee that the Bidder,
if awarded the Contract, will within ten (10) calendar days after written notice
of being given such award, enter into a written Contract with the School
Board of Hillsborough County, Florida, in accordance with the accepted Bid,
and give a surety bond satisfactory to the School Board of Hillsborough
County equal to one hundred percent·(100%) of the Contract amount
2. Contractor Qualification Statement
3. Public Entity Crime Statement

. .

'

Bidders may obtain a set of the Contract Documents from ·!he o.ffice
of the Architect:

BING ELEMENTARY SCHOOL
HUNTERS GREEN ELEMENTARY SCHOOL
LINCOLN MAGNET SCHOOL
ROBINSON ELEMENTARY SCHOOL (Intercom System.Only)
STEWART MIDDLE SCHOOL
DURANT HIGH SCHOOL (Fire Alarm System Only)
will be received by the School Board of Hillsborough County, Florida in the
Office of the Supervisor o( Purchasing, Third Floor, School Administrative
Center, 901 East Kennedy Boulevard, Tampa, Florida until 3:00 PM,
. Thun::tf.:.v. Anril 1A. 2007. (The mailing address is P. 0. Box 3408, Tampa,
Florida 33601). Bids will not be accepted after 3:00 P.M. of the above date.
Bids will be opened and read aloud in the Purchasing Department,
located on the third floor of the School Administrative Center.
Contractors desiring to bid this project are subject to an Encouragement
Affirmative Action Plan as identified within the bidding documents.

will

be a mandatory Pre-Bid Meeting at 10;00 A.M, shirp,
There
on Thursday, April 5:· 2Q07 at Hillsborough Coynty Public Schools
A/C & Energy Management Pepartment located at 4905 E. 32nd Aye ..
Tampa FL 33605,

Each ' Bid must be accompanied by a Certified check or bid bond in the
amount of not less than five percent (5%) of the maximum amount of the Bid
· as a guarantee the Bidder, if awarded the Contract, will within ten (10)
calendar days after written notice being given of such award enter into a
written Contract with the Hillsborough County Public Schools, Florida, in
accordance with the accepted Bid, and give a surety bond satisfactory the
Hillsborough County Public Schools equal to one hundred percent (100%) of
the Contract Amount. ·
.,

to

No bidder may withdraw his bid for a period ·of thirty (30) days after date set ·
for bid opening.
..
•
The Hillsborough County Public Schools reserves the right to award the Bid
to the lowest and/or best Bidder, to waive any Informality or Irregularity in
any Bid, and to reject any and all Bids received.
..
·· ·
NOTICE TO ALL BIPDERS: . The School Administrative Center is a
"security" building, therefore, visitors will be required to obtain ·a
Visitors Pass prior to entering the building. A photo Identification will
need to be presented at this time.
·

KBA Engineering, Inc.
201 Flagship Drive
Suite 106 ·
LutZ, FL 33549
(813) 909-1845
THE SCHOOL BOARD OF HILLSBOROUGH COUNTY, FLORIDA
MARYELLEN EllA
SUPERINTENDENT OF SCHOOLS
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Reliable Group Architects
309 South Willow Ave.
Tampa, Florida 33606
(813) 226-2220
Attn: Shannon Smith
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The School Board of Hillsborough County i'ese..Ves the .right to award
the Bid to the lowest and/or best Bidder, to waive any informality or
irregularity in any Bid, and to rejeet any and all Bids received. ·
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THE SCHOOL BOARD OF
HILLSBOROUGH COUNTY, FLORIDA
MARYELLEN EllA ·
SUPERINTENI;lENT OF SCHOOLS
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IT IS THE BIDDER'S RESPONSIBILITY TO SEE THAT BIDS ARE
DELIVERED TO THE PURCHASING DEPARTMENT AS REFERENCED
ABOVE. BID SECURITY MUST BE SUBMITTED WITH BID. THERE ARE
NQ EXCEPTIONS.

Plans and specifications may be obtained from the engineer. Complete
information regarding bidding documents and other information may be
obtained from the Engineer:
·
FOR ALL YOUR
CLASSIFIED NEEDS
CALLLaVORA
@ 813-248-1921

Th.ere will be a Mandatory Pre-Bid Meeting on Friday, April 6, 2007
at 10:00 A.M. at the school located at 8113 Zinnia Drive Tampa,
Florida 33619.

No Bidder may withdraw his Bid for a period of thirty days (30) days after the
date set for the opening of the Bids. Contractors desiring to bid this project
are subject to an Encouragement Affirmative Action Piar as identified with the
bidding documents.
·

.
"In accordance with the Americans
with 'Disabilities Act, persons
needing a special accommodation
to participate in this hearing, should
contact A.D.A Coordinator· not later
.. than 1 (one) day ..prior to the
. proceeding at (813) 272-7040 or
VIA Flori&a Relay · Service
at 1-800-955-8770."
·

Sealed Bids fo'r Progress Village Middle Magnet School Renovation
Project will be received by the School Board of Hillsborough County, Florida
in the Office of the Supervisor of Purchasing, Third Floor, School
Administrative Center, 901 East Kennedy Boulevard Tampa, Florida until
3:00 P.M., Wednesday, April 11, 2007. (The mailing address is P.O. Box
3408 Tampa, Florida 33601) . Bids will not be accepted after 3:00 P.M.
of the above date. Bids will be opened and read aloud in the
Purchasing Department, located on the third floor of the School
Administrative Center.
'
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Chlldcare Teachers
Needed
40 Hours Cf:'R!First Aide
Full Time
Positions Available
Will Train
Call (813) 237-8771

Highly Motivated . ...
Professionals Wanted ·
· ·" Make At Least'
$351 +/Mo.rith
Part-Time

Call (813) 569-0589

· Full-Time Openings For
The Following Position$ In
Group Home Environment:
Secretary: Exc. customer svc
, skills . . Min . typing speed of
· 60 wpm and knowledge of
various software packages
pr~ferred .'

Cook: At ·least 1
experience • .
in
preparation.

year's
food ,

Residential Care Tectis:
Prior related exp. and
sincere interest in children.
We offer exc. health benefits
and 401(k) plan. Apply at:

8052 N. 56th St, ·
Tampa, FL 33617
Or Fax Resume To
813-914-8'873
Background Screenings
Drug Free Workplace
Equal Opportunity Employer
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CDC Of Tampa

J Is Hiring A
Job Developer/Counselor
For It's Career Resource
Center. Workforce
Development, Or Career
Counseling ,Experience A
Plus. Must Have Good
Communication And
Computer Skills: .
Email: ·
ernestconey@cd~oftampa.org

Or Fax (813) 248-8738 .
.Attention: Ernest Coney

FAX YOUR AD
24/7
(813) 248-9218
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Childcare Teachers
Needed
CDA Required
Full Time
Positions Available
Call (813) 248-3073

Tele Marketer Wanted
Start Today II
Temp Work
Must Be Punctual And
Highly Motivated
Monday- Friday
Weekends Optional
can (813) 630-9827
AVON
To Buy Or Earn, Very Small
Investment. Now With More
Options To Earn More
Money.
(813) 832-4282
Deshongg@verizon.net
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Child Care
Now Hiring FfT & PfT
Teachers For Infants,
Toddlers, And Pre-K
Morning And Afterrnoon
Shifts Available
Call (813) 910-4163

Fax Resume
(813) 436-5108
Or Call (813) 933-5097

Superior Hair &
Body Studio

Now Hiring

Now Hiring Braiders,
Stylists, And Nail Techs,
With Great Attitudes
& Creativeness
(813) 930-2361
Call For Specials
LALS Inc.
Now Hiring Full-Time And
Part-Time CNA's, HHA's,
Caregivers And Sitters.
Phone (813) 377-5574
Or Fax Resume
. (813) 672-1659
Email

alockhartprovider@yahoo.com

0::

Licensed/Experienced
Barbers And Braiders For An
Upscale Salon With A
.
Professional Atmosphere
Located In Lutz
(Pasco County)
(813) 949-7477
CNA's/Med-Tech
2+ Years Experience, Must
Have Current Certifications
In First Aid/CPR Assistance
With Medications
Evening Shifts Available
Background Check Required
Leave Message
813-454-5722

~ENDER TIME8
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PT Help Needed In
Home Daycare
Need 3 Hours Home
Daycare Class,
CPR, And First Aide,
Background Check

>
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Interested Call
(813) 621-0053
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TJVA Boarding Home
Recovery
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Our~ Offers:

VPK (Fall EnroUment) • A Large Facility
A Qualified, Compassionate Teaching Staff
Affordable Rates • Computers
Large Classrooms • Spacious Outdoor Play Area
Please Contact Sharina T. Neal For Enrollment Packet(s).
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Now Hiring Dependable
People To Work In Home
Setting Environment
Several Shifts Available
Please Call (813) 965-8148

USDA Approved Meals {Breakfast, Lunch,
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FAMILY
DEVELOPMENT
SPECIALIST
JOB QUALIFICATIONS:
Bachelor's degree from an accredited college/university in a human
services or related discipline and 2 years relevant experience.

JOB KNOWLEDGE, SKILLS & ABILITIES:
•
•
•

Communicate effectively
Ability to work independently
Ability to complete tasks within clearly established deadlines
and according to state legislated guidelines and standards.

JOB DESCRIPTION:
FDS carries a full case load of licensed foster homes and is
responsible for on-going assessment and assuring re-licensing
compliance; placement, advocacy and family support.

SALARY RANGE:

24K-28K depending upon experience,

knowledoe
- skills and abilities.

:\pplicant"' must fa\ their resume to (813) 231-7196,
Attn: Kcsha Nixon

Childcare
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Mortgage BrokersAnd
Loan Officers Wanted
FT/PT
Great Commission!!!
No Experience - WiU Train

PLATINUM BANK is· currently seeking the
following highly qualified individuals
Commercial Loan Administrator (Plant City Office):
Responsible for all daily processing, doc prep, maintenance
& closing of complex commercial loans. Heavy customer
contact. Knowledge of lending compliance/UCC .requirements
a plus. LaserPro knowledge pref. Must possess a min of 3 yrs
exp. as a Commercial Loan Administrator.
Deposit Customer Service Representative (Brandon
Office): Duties include the opening, maintenance & closing
of customer deposit accounts, preparing wire and other
customer transfers, and answering telephones. Min of 3 yrs.
exp. as a banking customer service representative. Heavy
customer contact.

Minnie's Day Care
Centers I & II
1609 E. Louisiana Ave .
Tampa, FL 33610
Is Now Hiring Experienced
·child Care Providers. Must
Have Child Care
Credentials.
Please Call
813-239-2111
813-234-4200
Or Come In And
Fill Out An Application

Recruiter/Promoter Specialist (3/4 Time:
30 hours per week) - District ·office, New
Port Richey Campus - Required: Bachelor's
degree;
satisfactory
criminal
history
background check. Preferred: ·· Background
and/or experience in publications and
promotional activities; special events experience; some
experience in recruitment at the postsecondary level.
Starting salary is $23,250 annually/$894.23 biweekly.
The application process may be initiated with copies
of transcripts; however, official transcripts must
be received prior to the interview.
SEND OR
FAX LETTER OF INTEREST, . CURRENT RESUME,
PHCC
APPLICATION, - AND
(MAIL)
OFFICIAL
TRANSCRIPTS TO:
Jan Baynar
Pasco-Hernando Community College
10230 Ridge Road
New Port Richey, FL 34654-5199
Phone: 727-816-3467
·
Fax: 727-816-3450
Applications available:
www.phcc.edu/administration/hr/employment.php
MATERIALS MUST BE POSTMARKED OR FAXED NO
LATER THAN THE APPLICATION CLOSING DATE
INDICATED ON THIS POSITION ANNOUNCEMENT.
EOE/ADA Compliance
Website:

RSALE

MUST SELL!! ..

All respondents must present a stable work history along with
excellent communication and computer skills. Compensation
is commensurate with experience, excellent benefits. EOE.

Deliver
AT&T
FormerlY Bell South
Telephone Books

Reply In confidence to:
Platinum Bank, Fax (813) 651-9434
or email us at Pstross@platinumbank.com
www.platinumbank.com

• Must Have Insured Vlllhlcll
• Must Have Valid DI'IVIr's ucense
• Must Be Minimum Aae 0118

Real Nice
3 & 4 Bedroom Homes
Bring All Offers
Move Today All Credit
Welcome
5/3 W Huge Pool!
Call (813) 630-9827
MILITARY VETERANS
NO DOWN PAYMENT

PUBLICATION DEADLINES:
Tuesday Edition - Friday @ 3:00 P.M.
Friday Edition- Tuesday@ 3:00P.M.

One, Two, Three, Four
Bedroom Home
Some New
Many Areas & Sizes

FOR ALL YOUR CLASSIFIED NEEDS ...
CALL LaVORA@ (813) 248-1921
Or Email: ledwards@flsentinel.com

Free Pre-Qualifying
Walter Brewer
MIDLAND REALTV
766-2033

CAlli WORK TODAYI

18131 241-2069

For Sale
$500 Cash Back@
Closing Buying Incentive
0 Down Deals With
25k+ Equity Tampa Heights
3 Bedrooms/1Bath
· Large Master, Vaulted
Ceilings + Front & Back
Porches,
CHA, Nice Backyard
Appraised @ $190k
Whole Sale Price @$163k
34th Street
3/1 - Currently Rented
Great 1st Time Or
Investment Property Zo~ed
Other Deals Available
. BUY - 0 Down
Call (813) 731-1014

--------------~
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OMES FOR SALE
Valrico Area - Pool Home

Home Ownership

3/211 - Newly Renovated
Block, CHA
Great Neighborhood
No Money Down
$1500.00/Month

3/Bedrooms/2 Baths
2 - Car Garage ·
$10k Below Market Value
Easy Financing

Your Job Is Your Credit
Low Down Payment
Lease 2 Purchase

ca11 (813) 716-8252

Call 813 - 842-6015

Grant Park Area
211 With Den For Sale

.· Home4Sale
Temple Terrace ·

$116.00/Monthly

$110,000$100% Financing
With Closing Cost Seller Will
Help With fianancing
$800.00/Monthly
On 2 Lots - One Buildable

Palm River

4 Bedrooms/2 Baths ·
.FORECLOSURE
4% Down, 30 Years
·@8%APR

$160,000- Nice
3 Bedrooms/2 Baths
Large Yard,-Fenced
1 Car Garage
100% Financing
Seller Pays Closing Cost Up
To $7,000

(813) 270-1188
Temple Terrace
Cond For Sale

Call (813) 270-1188
3606 E. Comanche

When You Can Buy
A Home From
MM&M
And Have Your Down
Payment And Closing Cost
Paid lnFull .

2 /1 Completely Remodeled
New Laminate, Carpet, And
Tile. Newer Appliances,
Cabinets, Roof And More.
Only $129,900
Realtor/Owner Will Assist
With Closing Costs

4 Bedroom/1 1/2 Bath
Completely Renovated ·.
New Electrical , Plumbing,
CHA
Also New Roof
$155,000
Call (813) 621-7493

2408 E. 19th Ave.
· 4 Bedrooms/2 Baths
Lanai, 2 Car Garage
1,709 Sq Ft - $185k

Call (813) 936-5516
Ext. 210
Or (813) 716-8252

2410 E. 19th Ave.
3 Bedrooms/2 Baths
Front Courtyard, 1 Car Garage
1,650 Sq Ft - $180k
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4 Bedroom/2 Bath
$234.00/Monthly
5 Bedroom/2 Bath
$476.00/Monthly
5% Down - 20 Years
@8%APR

All Homes Come With
10 Year Structural Warranty
And Upgrades, 42" Maple
Cabin.ets, Stainless Steel,
Appliances, Ceramic Tile, ~nd
· Tropical Landscaping,

For Listings Call
1-800-749-8168 Ext. S748

Seller assists with 5,000
towards closing cost

House For Rent

Exit Exitreme Realty
813-716-0160

4 Bedrooms/1% Bath
Section 8 Accepted
Call (813) 621-7493
.Section 8 Welcome

4 Bedroom/2 Bath - Home

TARPON DRIVE - 1860 t sq. ft.

$189,000 (1970)

Newly Renovated

311

CLUSTER STREET - 1032 t sq. ft.

$173,000 (1973)

31212
31212

26TH STREET - 1900 t sq. ft.

$ 183,000 (2007)

Please Call Ron
(813).447-4856

1310 W. GRACE - 1700 t. sq.~-- :

$239,900 (2007)

>
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.. 3 Bedrooms/1 Bath
Lease With Oplion To ''·~
P_urchase, Tile Floors, WID
. Hook-Up
· $875._00/Monthly

m

C~ll

Hardwood Floors
Granite Counter Tops
Stainless Steel Appliances
Builder Pay Closing Cost
$199,000

;:!!
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· Progress Village ·,
7910 Dahlia Avenue
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( T. Sq Ft.- Total Square Feet) . ·

4 ·sedrooms/2 Baths
. 2 Car Garage
2,166SqFt.
\/1'>~~"'1
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HUD Homes

3502 E. 9th Ave.
4 Bedrooms, 2 Baths, Lanai,
Large 1 Car Side. Entry Garage
On Large Corner Lot
$185k

(813) 597-4383

New Construction
Just Completed

4/2 - Garage :- Huge Lot
$189,000
. 4/2 & 1/1
· In Ground Pool
$194,000
4/21/2/2
Screened lanai .
$249,000
- (813) 630-9827

2 Bedrooms/1 .5 Baths
Freshly Painted
New A/C Unit
$89,900
Background Check

2- 3 Bedrooms/2 Bath
Homes With Garage
No Money Down
Newly Remodeled
Stop Renting! !!

5908 Palm River

Attention Everyone
Make Cash Fast!!!
Bring Buyers For Our
Homes For Sale .

L

Custom Homes Built By Pro-Fit Development, Inc.

1-800-760-2409 Ext. 777

Mike Williams Signature
Realty Associates
(813) 731-7283
realtorn'iikewilliams.com

3/1 - Central A/C
$99,000 OBO
. 3/2 - ~ Acre Land
'""~'· •,· $115,000 :''}
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Irvin (813) 965-5413_

Call
1-800-749-8168 xR592
WHY RENT?

CJ)

(813) 359-7528
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. Section _8 Okay!!
Newly Remodeled
4 Bedrooms/1 Bath
Big Yard, CHA
$1 ,200/Monthly
$99.00/Deposit

(813) 477-6447
Or (813) 477-6449
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Call (813) 936-556 Ext 210
Or (813) 716-8252

The Best Kept secret In Tampa. And Oh so Affordable.
I

Town & Country Area

-3 Bedroom Townhonles
_REom The $1SO's.
¥

.li
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4 Bedroom Pool Home·
CHA, .Carpet, Tile,
Washer/Dryer Hook-up,
Large Den
Section 8 Welcome
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Call (813) 500-1351
Or (813) 933-6771

Townhomes at Wexford - Models Open Daily
7903 Down Royal Rd.
Tampa, FL 33610

3706 N. 55th Street

--@'r--J~-:--t--~= ph. 813·333-1536

. www.wexfordtownhomes.com

.

House for Rent
2 Bedrooms/1 Bath
CHA, Fenced Yard
$850.00/Monthly
+Deposit
Call (813) 621-5410
Or (561) 584-1288

· SUPPORT THE FLORIDA SENTINEL ADVERTISERS
Sulphur Springs Area

FOR ALL YOUR CLASSIFIED NEEDS CALL LaVORA@ 813-248-1921
Email Your Ads To: ledwards@flsentlnel.com Or Fax 24n To: 813-248-9218
CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENT RATE
$8.00- 1-20 WORDS----- 50¢ FOR EACH ADDITONAL WORD OVER 20
THIS PRICE IS EACH TIME YOU PUBLISH YOUR AD

2 Bedroom/1 1/2 Bath
Townhouse For Lease
GatedCommunity
A Low $720.00
Section 8 Welcome
Security Deposit $350.00
$25.00 Application Fee
Call (813) 740-0384

~
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HOMES FOR RENT
908 E. Humphry

USF

2 Bedroom/1 Bath Home
CHA, Remodeled
$800.00/Monthly
$800.00/Deposit

2 Bedroom Townhome
Vaulted Ceiling, Carpet, Tile
A/C, WID Hook-up, Patio
Water Included
Section 8 OK
$750.00

Call (813) 453-0123

Call (813) 220-3633

· House For Rent
3711 N. 35th Street
Available March 1st

4 Bedroom/2 Bath Home
$1 ,300.00/Monthly
$250.00/Deposit
Section 8 Welcome

(813) 767-3185

3 Bedroom/1 Bth Home
CHA, Large Yard
Washer/Dryer Hook-Up
Section 8 Accepted
· $1 ,100/Monthly

Duplex
1504 E. 138th Avenue
3/1 , CHAW/D Hook-Up
$795.00/Month
$500.00/Deposit
Section 8 Accepted
Ron (813) 920-1085
(813) 690-6664

Call (813) 215-1951
Temple Terrace Beauty
7701 Leon Avenue
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3 Bedrooms/2 Bathrooms
Complete Remodeled
$1,300/Monthly
Call Nowl
·' (305) 652-9393
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Spacious 211, CHA,
Fenced, WID Hookup
Water Included
- $950.00 ·Monthly
+$950.00 Deposit ·
Section 8 Accepted_
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. 1308 E. Sitka Street

i=

All -New Inside And Out
Updated, 1,800 Sq Ft ' .
$1450/Monthly
Section 8 OK ·
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1 & 2 Bedrooms Available
University Area
·Low Security Deposits
I

Call 813-600-5090

. 5 Bedrooms/2 Baths

(813) 263-6460
. Sanders Realty

.

.

3 Bedrooms + Bonus Room
Big Back Yard
·Quiet Neighborhood
$1 ,100.00/Monthly
Sorry No Section 8
Please Call 813-735-5456 Homes For Immediate
_· Occupancy
3/1 - 3507 N. 1Oth Street
4i1 - 8216 N. Brooks St.
$1,000.00/Deposit
Rent Starting AT $1,200.00
Section 8 Welcome
For More Information
Contact Us
(813) 217-:8906

FOR ALL YOUR
. CLASSIFIED NEEDS

CALLLaVORA
@ 813-248-1921

(813) 319-5646

Rooms For Rent

Furnished Clean
Quiet Rooms

Nice And Clean
CHA, Drug Free
$125.00/Weekly
$125.00/Deposit

Room For Rent
55 Years And
Older Preferred ·
· $120.00/Weekly
$120.00/Deposit

$325.00/Month
.. : Includes All Utilities
Washer And Dryer
On Premises
R.B. (813) 770-2025

2 Bedroorn/1 Bath
Washer/Dryer Provided
Security Bars, Fans
$725.00 /Month
- $725.00 Deposit

Christian Person Has
Rooms For Rent

Call 813-505-7266

''

Nice Unfurnished Rooms
CHA, House Privileges
. Males Preferred
$200.00 Deposit
$450.00 Per Month

2928 N. 18th Street

Grant Park
· 3413-B 53rd Street

•' ·

Call (813) 624-8540

(813) 505-5400
Or (813) 902-1351

Fixed Income ·
Room Special
1010 E. 22nd Avenue

. (813) 264-9660

Please Call Charles
(813) 365-6743 .

$120.00/Weekly
CHA,Cable, Utilities
On Bus Line
Efficiencies Available Also

Beautiful, House Like
2 Bedroorn/1 Bath
Large Fenced Yard
Section 8 Only
0 Deposit . : ,

.

Phone (813) 661-4292
3104 E. MLK Blvd.
Wanted Roommate
. Male Preferred
F~r Boarding House·
$500.00/Monthly
Call (813) 784-0508
·'

Nice Quiet Room
Nice Area
Utilities Included
Kitchen Privileges
Males 50 Years
& Older Preferred
· $145.00 Per Week & .Up ·
(813) 927-2878

$110.00/Rent
$1_10.00/Deposit •
No Drugs Or --.;.; ~
Illegal Activities Allowed
C_
a ll Mike
(813) 770-2266

West Tampa

r

Rooms For Rent
- Newly Remodeled
Full Kitchen. Furnished

2912 E. Columbus Drive
Unit2

Section 8 Accepted

2 BD/2BA Apartment
· 877 Sq Ft, Washer/Dryer
No Pets, Deposit And
1st-Month Rent
. $850.00

Bring Deposit
Won't Last
2/1 CHA Huge Yard Close
To Downtown

Furnished Rooms

Call (813) 477-7734

Queen Size Bed
$175.00/Weekly

· 2917 East 21st Avenue

Call Today (813) 245-7009

Full Size Bed
$150. 00/Weekly
$150.00/Deposit

Affordable Senior Housing
Home For Rent With
Option To Buy
(Receive A Free Gift Card)

Large Rooms For Rent
$100.00-$125.00
Per Week

Call (813) 770-3277

Sulphur Springs

i=
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Call For Current Specials
813-237-3984
.
River Place ApartmentS .

(813) 451-9624

. :::i
m

Some With River Views

Just Like Home
Leave Message
Immediate Response
First Week Rent
T Security
$100.00- $150.00/Weekly
Furnished And Unfurnished

_Duplex
1223 E. 142nd Ave.

East Tampa

• U)

w

Efficiencies & One
Bedroom Apartmarents

-~

Call (813) 789-3879

Call (813) 789-3879

Please Call
(813) 382-2718
For More Information

Belmont Heights Area

3/1 Nice Area, Washer/Dryer
Hook..,Up, CHA, Large
Fenced Backyard .

Section 8 Only
Duplex - Move In Special
3 Bedrooms
Nice Area, CHA
Washer/Dryer Hook-Up
Large Fenced Backyard

Newly Renovated

3/1 -Large Fenced Yard
$850.00/Monthly
$500.00/Deposit

Section 8 ONLY
Duplex - Move In Special

·

Efficiency Apartment
Available Immediately .
Age62+ EHO
Utilities Included
Subsides Available
(813) 870-1830 Ext. 22
2106 W.Beach St. #A
Newly Renovated
Apartment

2/1 - New Kitchen/Bath Hard
Tile In Both
Hardwood Floors
Alarm System, Central A/C
Washer Hookup
$700.00/Monthly
$400.00 Move In
1st Month Free
Call (813) 238-6353
· Floribraska Avenue
2 Bedroom/1 Bath
Apartment
WDH, $700.00/Month,
WSG Included

Email Your Ads To:
ledwards@flsentinel.com

Busch Area Efficiency
$485.00/Monthly '
Includes WSG

Or Fax 24n To: 813-248-9218

(813) 210-0287

Hyde Park North
North Fremont Avenue
& North B Street
· Bring Deposit
Cute 1 Or 2 Bedroom
Duplex Apartments
Quief Neighborhood
$550.00 & $650.00
Ready 3/1
Call (813) 966-3926
· 3813 34th Street B
Completely Remodeled
Duplex Cozy, Very Quiet
. Property.
· Small Two Bedroom/One
Bath. Tiles In All Wet Areas
Bedrooms Carpeted. Rental
Of The Premises Includes: _.. ·
Refrigerato-r, Electric Range
Range Hood, Aluminum
· Blinds. Utility Room With
Washer & Dryer Hook-Up
_Central Air And Heat.
No Section 8
No Programs,· No Pets
Rent $700 Per Month
Plus Security Deposit
$700.00
Water Utilities Included!
Contact William
@ (813) 340-9705

\

Call (813) 900-6926
Or (813) 817-2677
1216 E. 12th Avenue
Ybor
• Full Size Bed
$11 0/Weekly -$440/Monthly
Twin Bed
$95 Weekly/$380/Monthly
$100 Deposit &
$15.00 Application Fee
All Utilities Included
(813) 293-7918

Weekly + Deposit

No Drugs, Very Nice ·
Neighborhood, Cable,
Central A/G,
$140 .: $150 Per Week ·
Includes Utilities
APO Enterprises ·
(813) 495-9757
. (813) 516-2763
· East Tampa
2 Rooms For Rent

1. Fumished/1 Unfurnished
No Drugs, Utilities Included,
Washer/Dryer .Kitchen,
Living Room Access
.
Near Busline ·
$500 Down/$500 Month
Per Room
813-416-1184
Or 954-559-2232

PUBLICATION DEADLINES: ··
Tuesday Edition - Friday @ ~:00 p.m.
Friday Edition - Tuesday @ 3:00 p.m ..
. FOR ALL YOUR CLASSIFIED NEEDS ...
CALL LaVORA @ (813) 24~-1 ~21
Fax Your Ads 24 HRS. · ·
(813) 248-9218
Or Email: ledwards@flsentinel.com

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------,~
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Large Rooms For Rent
$100.00-$125.00
. PerWeek
Please Call Charles
(813) 365-6743
Room For Rent
$100.00 Per Week
+ Deposit, Air Condition
· KitcHen Privileges .
Call (813) 285-8147 ·
NEAR DOWNTOWN

Male Roommates Preferred.
Clean, Quiet Central
Heat/Air & Cable
Must Be Drug Free
· & Employed

~~
$500.00 Police Impounds!
Honda's, Chevy's,
Toyota's, Etc.
From $500.00!
For Listings Call
1-800-749-8167 Ext. 3695

Seeking Serious Minded
Individuals
Who Are
Interested In Making $5,000
Plus
Per
Month .
· Must Be Trainable.

Top Notch
Computer Service
Repairs, Upgrades,
Virus Control And More
"Service You Can Trust"
Call Tony (813) 695-7813

Call (813) 777-1648
For Sale
· 82' Buick Olds Regency 2nd
Owner - Car Runs
Needs Valve Cover Gasket
& Tune Up
Interior· Bad
$700.00 Firm
(813) 258-9796

Harris Flooring
Laminate Tile And
Hardwood Floors
Professionally Installed
Competitive Rates
Call For Free Estimates
(813) 516-0153
Licensed & Insured
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Your Dreams Answered
Lifetime Membership To
Costal Vacations For Less .
Than The Cost Of A
One-Time Cruise For Two .
Dream Business Opportunity
With $2,000-$9,000
Monthly Income
1-800-676-0218 Or
http://ear1kdavissr.moneytraveHimetreedom.com

(813) 293-1090

MAKE YOUR NEXT
VACATION OR
. FAMILY
CELEBRATION
A CRUISE
CALL GLORIA FOR
GREAT RATES 1!!!1

813-973-1 080 .

Brandon
Soul Food Restaurant
For Sale$70,000
All Equipment Included
Must Sell Moving
Out Of State
Call (813) 689-5295
Or(813)391-3887

www.thesunandfuncruises.com

I• i·' ;~ aa !·ti'' ·J &JI
.Tired Of Large
Nursing Homes?
5 Bedroom Adult Family
Home Providing 24 Hrs.
Nursing Care In A
Home Setting ·
Call Lora Or Susan
Home (813) 833-5946
Cell (813) 240-0701
Cell(813) 447-8506
Lic#6905802

Tarpley's A/C
New & Used
Sales & Service
New 10-Seer
4 Ton Condenser
$635.00
Call_(813) 541-5010 .
Or (813) 238-7884

FREE DENTAL

• Find You ACorner And Make Quick
Monev In Acouple Of Hours! ·
Cost

Prolit

$5.00

$2.50.

$10.00

$5.00

$15.00

$7.50

$50.00

$600.00
Police Impounds

..

. - - - - - - _ _ ;·....:...
\ ---,

1995 Nissan XETruck
Extended Cab, 5 Speed
4 Cylinder, Bed Cover/Liner
Excellent Condition
48,000 Miles $4,000

Legal or personal testing
available . Results in just
3 DAYS. No Collection Fees
in Tampa . NO BLOOD!
Payment options available

$10.00
$12.50

DNA Testing Solutions
11972 N. Florida Avenue
(813) 915-0000

$100.00

$50.00

$200.00

$100.00

220721st Ave. • Tam~a, _Fl 33605
l813J 248-1921

POWER-ONE
ELECTRICAL SERVICES
* All Your Electrical Needs
* Free Estimates
* Lighting

DON'T LET THOSE
OTHER GUYS STEAL
YOUR HOUSE!
We Buy Forclosure Homes
· Cash In 3 Days

www.rehabberssuperstore.com

INQUIRE ABOUT OUR
SPECIAL RATES FOR
THE
BUSINESS DIRECTORY
CALL LaVORA

1-3 Rooms
ONLY- $24.95
No Hidden -CHARGES!

@ (813) 248-921_8
Fax Your Ads 24n

Call (813) 626-7303
(813) 325-4330 Cell

C.C.'s Carpet Cleaning

Sunrise Carpet Cleaning

Upholstery (3 Pc) $85.00
One HOJ.IT. Dry Time
(813) 380-3837 Office

To: (813) 248-9218

FAX YOUR ADS 24/7 TO (813) 248-9218
Or EMAIL ledwards@flsentinel.com

Offering A Complete Line Of
Stone And Fence Work
Including Stone Fireplaces,
Chain Link Fences, And
B.O.B. Fen·c, Etc.
Call (386) 532-8080
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We Buy Houses

m

~

The Good, The Bad
& The Ugly

Call Us Today! •
Homeowner Consultant
813-245-2580
813-630-9008

Investors
Own Property?
Need To Liquidate?

. For_real_about_realestate@yahoo.com

All Mighty Stone
& Fencing

~
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Irvin (813) 965-543
Or (813) 850-5911

Any 3 Rooms- $45.00

0

(813) 227-9240

* Wiring

Call Marcus Smalls
(813) 625-6699

.,r

See Our Full Page Ad In . ~
The Florida Sentinel.
m

* Circuit Breakers
* Convenient Service

Lie #470392

ledwards@flsentlnel.com

We Can Help
· Call Today
(813) 728-4182 .

STOPFORECLOSURES!
You Keep Your Home
Estate Sales
& Lease Options

$25.00

Call 813-239-1534

Or Email:

Avoid Foreclosure
Behind On Payments?
Save Your Credit!

http ://d n atesti ngsolution s . com

$25.00

For Listing Call
1-800-749-8167 Ext. K027

813-980-9070•

DNA Paternity. Testing

$20.00

Honda CIVIC 94.

Adults & Children
Cleanings, Fillings
·Extractions .

Facing Foreclosure!
We Have Loans . ·
For You And You Can Stay
In Your Home
Call 813-833-5097 ·

SUPPORT THE
FLORIDA
SENTINEL
BULLETIN
ADVERTISERS
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REPAIR
WE BUY JUNK CARS
AND TRUCKS
CALL J.R.
(813) 966-3501

H And T Masonry
Remodeling,
Sidewalks, Patios,
Carpentry, Drywall,
Ceramic Tile, And Plumbing
Call Eli (813) 325-4643

We Will Buy Your
Junk Cars, Trucks
And Vans
Call Penny
(813) 621-0163
We Pay "TOP" $CASH$
For Junk Cars, Trucks
Vans And Motorcycles
Running Or Not
We Pick Up Any
Junk Metal For FREE!

Lic#022650

Floor Installation
Tile, Carpet, Wood
Painting, Driveways
Remodeling &
Some Home Repairs
Ask Willie
(813) 484-8197
Lie# 176142

Phone (813) 695-2438

~

0

"z

Wanted Dead Or Alive
Unwanted Cars
And Trucks.
We Pay Cash!
We Will Come To You
Phone (813) 385-7713

0

<·
0

"We Do Best For Less"

:::)
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MAC DADDY
Lawn Service
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Hauling And
Clean-Up

t/)
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$65
$85
$95
$25-$45
$65

Call For Appointment
. (813) 567-1429

u..

~

Micros Short Hair
Micros Long Hair
Body Plaits
Corn Rows
Weaves

Phone (813) 245-9761

Roots To End Hair Studio
Relaxer
$39 & Up
Wash-N-Set
$19 & Up
Maintenance Locks
$39 & Up
12491 N. Florida Ave.
Call For Appointment
(813) 447-5793
Walk-N's Accepted

w
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Kina's
Hair Braiding Shop
(813) 359-7065
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D & A Services
A Low Cost Reliable
Towel Service ·
Special Hair
Salon Packages We Also
Service: Restaurants
Day Care, Hotels & Motels
Call (813) 621-5750

~
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Corn Rows- $25.00 & Up
Dreds $30.00 & Up
Box Plaits- $75.00 & Up
Sew Ins - $85.00
Micro's- $99.00 & Up
Superior Hair &
Body Studio

Sage Properties
Group, LLc
Cash In 3 Days
• For Your House
Ready To Sell Promptly

Access To Lake Madeline
20' x 200' MOL .
On Drexel Road
Between 6108 And 6124
$60,000 OBO

If Your Clothes Are Not
Becoming To You
You Should Be Comig
To Rosie
Pick Up And Delivery
(813) 850-2392

(813) 996-2336

SUPPORT THE
FLORIDA SENTINEL
ADVERTISERS

they legitimate? ~sk for a
copy of their occupational
license.

www.rehabberssuperstore.com

(813) 728-8107

Kenny Rushing

DON'T LET THOSE
OTHER GUYS STEAL
YOUR HOUSEl
Cash In 3 Days For
Your Vacant Lands, Lots
Or Acreage.
See Our Full Page Ad In
The Florida Sentinel
www.rehabberssuperstore.com
(813) 227-9240

Don't Be Fooled
By Others
Cash In 3 Days
For Your House
Phone(813)727-6728

THE HIGH PRIEST
OF BLESSINGS
(REV. DR. CHAUNCEY.)
P. 0. BOX 1167
AUGUSTA, GA 30903
24-HOUR HELP LINE
(706) 860-2252
1 Way - 1 Day Guaranteed
Blessings. I Can Help You, If You
First Help Yourself. Call God's
Man With All Problems, Luck,
Money Blessings, Love, CrossedConditions Witch Crafts.

I'll Answer
These Questions:
Can I Get My Wife Or Husband
Back? Can My Luck Be Changed
For The Better? Can I Be Blessed
With Big Money?

Call Or Write me Today!
I Can Do All Things
Through Christ Which
Strenghtens Me.
PHIL 4:13

I See What I Say
I Say What I See
I Handle All Cases
Luck Package
Donation $88.00

Jacks $25.00 & Up
Phones - Fax- Cable
Wiring Repair
(813) 850-5947
24-Hour Service
Lie# SP13104

,

Solves All Problems
Reunites Lovers
Remove Evil
Bad Luck Spells
Restores Nature, Luck,
Health, Happiness
Gives Lucky Numbers

Trash Cleanup, Tree
Trimmin·g ·And Removal, Or
Any Other Hauling.
Cheapest Rates.

Call For A Free Reading
1-888-353-2149

No Job Too Big Or Small
Including Furniture Removal

Spiritual Worker
1-800-648-2993

Call (813) 285-4674

Luck, Love,Money
Remove Evil Spells
Bad Luck, Witch Craft
Cross Conditions
Unnatural
Sickness
.
.
Money Blessings
Donation $25.00
Master All Cases
Help In 24 Hours
Rev.Henry Jackson
P.O. Box 17049
Charlotte, NC 28227

II' lj j :l'b: [.1ifi ill

Jamaican West Indian
· Father Samuel
2121 W. Colonial Drive
Orlando, Florida 32804
407-841-2787
Known Around The World
As The Best! If I Can't Help
You , It Can ' t Be Done .
Specializing In Court Cases,
J inx Removal From The
Body , Restores Health,
Happ iness, Peace, Love
And Finances.

Sage Properties
Group, LLC
Need to Sell Your House?
Cash Deals in 3 Days!
www.sellpromptly.com
Call Floyd 813-727-6728
DON'T LET THOSE OTHER
GUYS STEAL YOUR
HOUSE!
Cash.ln 3 Days
For Your House
See Our Full Page Ad In The
www.rehabberssuperstore.com

(813) 227-9240

Remember "With God All
Things Are Possible" .
If You T r uly Want To Be
Delivered, Meet Me At The:
Ramada Inn
11714 Morris Bridge Road
·
Tampa,FL
. 813-985-8525
I'll Be In Tampa On The
13th & 14th of April 2007
SeeYou There!

(813) 830-2361
Party With Us

Professional Alterations
Specializing In
Bndals & Proms

Land 0' Lakes

3) Occupational License: Are

At the Rehabber's Superstore
we have the cash to buy, and
we can close all deals in 3
days. More importantly, we
can provide you with our
credentials. See our full page
ad in the Florida Sentinel to
learn more, or visit our
website at:

EMERGENCY

Sister Davis
Spiritualist Healer

2) Proof of Funds: Ask them
to prove they have the cash to
close quickly. Many investors
use a "Quick Cash - Fast
Closing" tactic to get you to
sign on the line, then they run
around town trying to find
someone
to
buy
their contract.

* Complimentary Pizza

Call Floyd
813-727-6728

SPIRITUAL READINGS
Identify Problems, Discover
Situations And Set Goals
That Will Turn Your Life
Around, Towards God.
Candles, Oil, Sprays
Incense, etc. Sold Here
Sister Harvey
Call (813) 249-1199
Or (813) 500-0807

1) References: Ask to talk
with people who have recently
sold them their home.

Kinkv Twi!';t!'; - $99 00

* Kid Parties
* Lil Princess
* Diva Dream
* Lil Titans

_ t/)

WARNING!!!!!
Since running my "3 Days
Cash For Your Home" ad
there have been reports of
other copy-cat real estate
investors
trying
to
manipulate people with empty
offers of quick cash and fast
closings . There are few
legitimate Tampa companies
that can honor such offers.
Rehabbers Superstore is the
real deal. Before you lose any
value in your home ask the
investor to provide the
following:

GET COLLECT CALLS
FROM JAIL
On your cell phone, home
phone, or neighbor's phone.
Get $25.00 in FREE Collect
Calls when you sign up.
Public
Assisted
Households Get home
phone service for ONLY
$18.49 +tax & fees.
New Service $38 .00 plus
processing fee.
No Credit Check!
Call (813) 546-2692
Or (813) 222-0195
Or Drop By
3922 N. Central Avenue
MetroPCS
Talk All You Want
Local Only $SO.OO/Month

If Your Well
Runs Dry
Call Dave's Well Drilling
& Pump Service
Reasonable Prices At
(813) 986-0125
Ask For Dave

FREE WINDOWS
1st- 25 Callers Only
Energy-Saving , Storm
Protection, Security
DOD, Inc.
ocally Owned & Operated
Call For Details
(813) 770-6620
Lie #470110

PUBLICATION
DEADLINES
TUESDAY'S EDITION
FRIDAY@ 3:00P.M.
FRIDAY'S EDITION
TUESDAY@ 3:00P.M.
Fax Your Ads 24n
To: (813) 248•9218
Or Email
ledwards@flsentlnel.com

..

BUSINESS DIRECTORY
ATTORNEY

ATTORNEY
The

WARREN
DAWSON

ATTORNEY

Law Offices of

WHIDDEN BROWN

BRYANT A SCRIVEN, ESQ.
•
•
•
•
•

DRIVER'S UCENSE ISSUES
ALl PERSONAL INJURY CASES
DIVORCE
DOMESTIC VIOLENCE
MODIFICAnONS
·
CALLI (811) 414-418.
AVAILABI.e 24/7 I COIIMAIAftOIII AVAILA8U
3111 \It, Dr. M.L J(ING BLVD. STE. 100, TAMPA. FL 33607

ATTORNEY AT lAW
• Personal Injury
· • Wrongful Death
• Criminal Law

All FELONIES
All MISDEMEANORS
DUI
VOP's
DRUG CRIMES
·

•
'•
•
•
•

Criminal Defense

Bond Motions
Probation Violations

State and Federal·

Drug OITeD•es
i::Jr=•lmtcrtm•
DUIIBUI
.
.

(813)

Appe:als
3.~50

272-2200 ·

3.1100

402 East 7th Avenue, Tampa, FL 33602

· S,erving tiillsborough. Pasco and Hernando County
...
· ~!~~~ ~sfo~::~ ::SV:~~·~f!~~~i~~~~~d~.:~s·~~~~~~e.

~·

P.L.

A TT O RNE Y S AT LAW
M I A MI • T. AM P A

CRIMINAL DEFENSE • FAMILY • PERSONAL INJURY

Free lnfomlatiun Concerning Qualifications & Exp.!rience Av:Uiable Upon Request. The Hirin2 Of An
Attorney Is An lmport:lnt Decision That Should Not Be Based Solely Upon Advertisements. Before You
·
Decide Ask Us To Send You Free Written lnfomlation.
·

ATTORNEY

BONDSMAN
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ATTORNEY

ATTORNEY

1112 E. Kennedy Blvd.
Tampa, FL 33602
info@jjhlaw.net

ATI'OR\HS&
Cor\SELORS
AT LAW

JOYNER & JORDAN-HOLMES

• Bond Motions
• Felony • Misdemeanors
• Traffic • Warrants · • VOP
• Personal Injury · ·

813.229.9300

PERSONAL INJURY I WILLS & ESTATES
BUSINESS I REAL ESTATE I MEDIATION
an
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3111 W. MLK Ste. 100 Tampa, FL

z

(813) 774-1800

"0

r:l!!l chuckgreene@hotmail.com

1be um, urII law)'« • • ~l4ecW::.G IU: lb:Mid .... bo

The hiring of a lawyer is
important decision and should not be based upon adevertlsl!lllents.
Before you decide, ask us to send you free written information about our qualificati.on and experience.

Federal- State~ County
Traffic • DUI • Drugs
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BONDSMAN

BONDSMAN

Charles·Russell
BAIL BONDS
Courteous
& Confidential ·
..
24 Hour
" Dependable Service

BONDSMAN
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GEORGE E. SHAW
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IL BONDS
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~ SARAH
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(813),248-9229 ;
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Hillsborough County
(813) 247-5092 •

Polk County
328 Dorsett Ave. • (863) 678-0772
· Lake Wales, FL 33853 .·
Toll Free-1-877-437-2663
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BONDSMAN
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FREDDiE WI'LSON

Free Your Body! ·
~~Y~ur Mind Will Follow
.

Lo~kley's

· M~n~glng General Agent

: ... :::..::-·

Bail-Bonds

Annie M. Lockley • Agent I Owner
7402 N, 56th Street
FL
Suite 810 • Tam

Office (813) 980-1600
Cell
624-5625

"The Voice of
Our Community
Speaking for Itself' ·

'

5006 E. Broadwar
Cell (813) 300-9107
~n3~

.

For Goclso lcMd the wwld.lhlt He.his onlJ betlott.n Son. t h l t - ' blllewth In him should not l*'bh, but h -.lastinglfe.
'

'·

HIIVe You Been Asldng Younelf, ·
Where Are They Now7
Well Ask No Longer And
Look No Further.

- ~!life~
On The Corner Of
40th Street And Rivergrove
6514 N. 40th St. Suite B • Tampa, Fl 33610
Phone: (813) 237-0000 • Treejay.40th@yahoo.com
I

CHILD CARE CENTER

IRS CONSULTANT

HAIR SALON

FORMER
IRS AGENT!!!
Ali IRS Matters

6:30A.M.- 6:30 P.M. • Mon.- Fri.
Lie. #593575731
After Schoolers
. Breakfast, Lunch & Snacks
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Over 20 Yean Experience

.
1 • Pre·k

B. B. llelntosb, L~
Enrolled Agent

HANDY MAN

I

MORTGAGE

Small Construction Service Inc.
Hwb011d Helper, Cotonection A State Certified General Contractor For
AU Your Hom11 Repairs, R_emodeli11g Atul Buili11g Needs; A Resident &
'
Commercilll Bw'lder

. I AetAs Your Power Of Attorney
And•.
Will Negotiate For You

· • FIRSTTIME HOME BUYERS
• GOOD, BAD OR NO CREDIT

Disaster Response: ·

DEBT CONSOLIDATION • REFINANCING

• Rooting • Windows • Doors
. • Drywall • Tile • Painting
. · ·_ • Kitchen/Bath Remodeling
• Room Additions • Concrete Work

:§[

• NO APPLICATION FEE

.

· Fax: 813-984-8324

UMI>_f~- fHA/VAICONvENTIONAL LOANS

U)

400 E. Dr. MLK Blvd • 51!'.103 •Tampa, FL 33603 • E-maD: yolandalntpaOaol.com

'::i

m

223-6151

• (813) 546-3926

.

E-:Mail: .
macmcintosh@worldnet.att.net ·
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PEST CONTROL

PODIATRIST
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Access Foot Care Office &Home Service
w
Fungal Skin_lnfectionsiFungal Nails
OO lngrownNa1ls
·
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Robert L. Forde . .
Sales Manager

~
;?

S~bterranean Ternrlte Treatment Crawl
.- ' $499.00 '(F~b.Only)
~0115 E. Fern Strl'et • Tnmj~<l, FL JJl,IO
(!HJ J6J0-9110X • iXUJ 2JX-62X~ • Fnx i!HJJ 627-H!ll)7

SECRETARIAL SERVICES

~--HightOwer-){~.
SPECIALIZING:
Notary Public
,__
Business Administration,

'.

·

Wound Care
,
~.
uv Heel Pain . .
00 Bunions I Hammered Toes
··
. 00 Diabetic Shoes I Socks I Orthotics
'· ,
Most Insurances Accepted
00 Commitment To Excellence

rul.iiovn!N

Contact U s For Easy, Affordable Access To A Podiatrist:
www.AccessFootCare.com

1-866-435!- F OOT (866-435-3668)
Town - N -Country • 6101 \'Ve bb Road • Suite 309

WE BUY HOUSES
Sage Prope~ies Group
Facing Foreclosure?
Payments Behind?
Need To Sell Fast?
Call On Floyd to Help .· ·
He Will Keep it Real ·
Cash for Your House

'f.

POlice.Seek Le8ds
·1n_a ·a nk Robbery

Man Arrested
. After:Incident
With Deputy

. 2 USF Athletes.Among
3 Charged In Bar-Incident

•

of

., .

,.

The man in thiS photogra ph is s usPected robbing the Bank
Of Ameriea 'on E: Hillsborough Avenue "o n Friday morning• .
Anyone with any lnfOnnation le&ding to the identity 9f the SUS•
·. peel is asked to contact the Tampa Police DePartment. · ·

..·.

. ~-·

..·

.. •..
On .· Friday at 3 a.m.,
· When deputy's arrived, ·a
Hillsborough
. County large fight broke .out and·as
deputies report that a large . a result, 3 people . were
crowd of about 200 people . arreste~.
i ."
gathered · outside ·_>/of ·· Charged with disorderly
Bobalouies Bar, 1913 -East . cond~ct were -USF athl~tes
: BearssA~enue. : .. ·· ...
MicbaelJenkins,;Jr., 22,
Deputies-said the manager and <?arltOJ:~ Williams, 21. ;!!
ofthe bar told all of the
_ Also charged was Jef~rey 0 .
..
peo Smalls, 19, but he was g~ven :a
pie to leave the area because a court appearance citation
the bar was ,closed and they . and . not booked on the
were causing a disturbance. . charge~ ··
~~. ·
~-

Hillsborough County
Sheriffs deputies arrested a
man lifter.an incident with a
deputy
last week.
·: :· ..Detectives with the Tampa .he has visible ;pockmarks or ·
Aceording to the.report, on
· · · . . ~· pOi iCe · Departtrlerit are cur- . S.cneon.hisface. ·.
,·
... .
March 19.th, :a Florida
•. rently attempting to.locate a
The man was last seen
-Highway
·'l'rooper conducted
.,_. :man in· connection · with a . wearing a black baseball cap,
.
a
traffic
stop .on· a vehicle
bank robbery: The ~obbery . dark sunglasses, a white tee·
took place Friday and the sus- shirt and blue jearis. He was
driven
by.. Clarence
pect fled on a bicycle.
. .
' last seen ·riding southbound Gordon, Jr., 35.
.
· According to Detective J. · on N. 22nd Street towarljs ·
When the trooper
McGrath, . the . suspect Osborne Avenue.
.
~pproached the vehicle, it
entered the Bank Of America, .' Detective McGr ath stated
sped off, <kagg1ng the troop1933 E. ·Hillsborough Avenue, he believes the man lives in
er._The trooper broke free · ~------~----------------~------~------1
.~ .
-t
z
shortly after 9 a.m. _"He wait- tli'e East Tampa area. Prior to
and other la~ enforcement
·ed for the bank to opim. He information about the bank
officials were notified to
. didn't show a weapon b"!t . robbery · reaching offic~rs . assist in locating the vehiy - ~~:e;~~~;d to blow ~~e ~el~.:~ s .. worl~ing_ in the area, a ~olice .
cle. .
·
r
Aft 0 bt · ·
·
d. ~ pfficer reportedly passed an
Information was received
r
er
altmfng an•unf lS- Individual fitting the -suslater that the suspect seen
c1osed a moun o money rom
, d
. ·.
·d ·
~
the bank, the suspect left the p~ct ~ · escnp~10n rl m?, a
driving the vehicle 'ias liv- ·
z
. _bartk rN~ng a ·Jfoys 'BM)C' Jncycle near M1ddleton H1gh . in.g" in the 1600 block of East
"'0
r·c:
.
·styled bicycle. He is described ·School.
Lau:ra Street in Plant City.
.
m
· :·. as .being ·a Biack maie,
Detective McGrath is askUnits responded to that
c
between the ages of 30 an"d: 35 - ing anyone with information . location, a perimeter was set
en
:::t
years of age. He sta~_ds leading to the identification of up and two warnings were
m
between 5'7" -an·d ·5'11" tall the ma·n to contact Qim at given ·a t the · front door
c
. and weighs between.165 and .,(S13). 276-3600. The Tampa
m
before a K-9 was rele.ased
<
--~175 pounds.'·A distinguishing . .Police- Department report
into the residence.
m
. feature of t~e &Uspect ~-s that ···number is07-165957.
.:a
At that time, Gordon sur- .
<
rendered. He has been
.-t ·,,'
C: .
charged with aggravated
mbattery on a law enforce. cn
c~ 
..
. .
ment officer, resisting arrest ·
ANTONIO CUMMINGS
ORTIIIA
PORTER
~
with
violence,
resistfng
·
• •
r,: / ·.
,
•
...killed iri shooting ,
· :~ •••arrested . -~
arrest without viQlence, tlOO.,.. :.; On . Sund~·y,:~. ma~ .W.a~ .. hit ~h~ wall of a home and
z
ing the scene of an accident
ST.
PETERSBURG-·
On
·
assistance
from
.the ·U:; S. . c
",F
killed !n an accident between '' C~USed slight damage to the
. with injuries, qbstruction, · April-14, 2006, St. Petersburg Marshall's F~gitive . Ta-s k
;;)· · a . HAETline bus' and· a v~hi.: .:.· front porch.
.:a
driving with suspended
Police investigated a murder. Force, because investiga,tors ~ cle near East
and '·r·~·-;;==·;:::;::;:====~
license, possession of marl- · at 982 23rd Avenue, South,' . 'believed· he had fled the area.
- North Centril Avenues. .·-- ~- ·
juana, and deli\;ery, of Investig·a tors learned that . · . Porter's . was ..tracked -~
·'.· ·_- -~a~pa ' P~-~~cr.e_i.~id the·. .
cocaine.
·_Antonio . Cummings ·_was . .- througt.t ·.:sev_e ral :' states,
. veh1cle_'s d~~~:!!f ··-~tchael· · , Says
visiting friends when ·he iiieluding Q.,e.o~gia i·•'l'exas ,
·_ Sca~borougl~/:~8, 'was pro-·• ''&:·., · ~:::-..•. -;.. ~';::;;·...
nounced ·dead at" the scene.
"Nob()dy really cares If you're · Suspect ·s ought · became involved in an argu- ·. Alabama and .Catifomia;
,ment with Orthia Tyrone •: .. · On janua~y 27, :20.07,
At least ·.ope person on. the:.. ,mlserable,3, 8, 11, 12, 15 so you
For Several
· b'
· . . d . -.. . ·.
might 19, 26, 31,33 as well be
. Porter.
' "Ameiic"O.'s Most Wanted". reauswas IDJure . ,, ·. • . .
34, 38, 40 happy."
'' '
Bank Robberies
After the argument, police tured Porler. on~th~it sh6w..
··'·. Pqlice s~d the.vehicle also
' After-the ~hOw ait'E;!d, in~es-·
said Cummings got into the
rear seat of a vehicle driven tigators got tips that Porter
by his girlfriend. He !)at next was in ·cailfornia undet a-n
to an 11-month-old baby . alias. .
_..: .
. strapped in a baby seat.
·
.,
·
As the girlfriend drove ' On ··March · 22nq, a : drug
away, Porter allegedly fired . investigation was co~ducted
several shots into the vehicle at an apartment m . $an
striking Cummings. Th~ Diego, Ca~ifo_rnia._ Sev-eral
girlfriend artd baby w~ren't . people wer~ inside "the -resi. hit, but one 'of the bullets · dence, and one of them was
struck the infant's car seat.
later identified as Porter.
· . The ·girlfriend · drove _: , "When inves~igators.id~nti
Cummings to a loeal hospital • · fied Porter, h ~· allege'dly
where ~e was pronounced jumped o-Qt of~ window, susdead. · . .
.. ·
, ·-:- taining cuts to his head' imd
.Po~ter. was identified as ._ neck. He was ·_subsequently .' ~
the suspect in ' the -m urder ,.,. arrE!sted and. charged ~ith ·:~ .. .-;
. and a warrant for his. a-rrest·· the riiurcier :warrani.' He is ~ ·· ·
·. \vats_issu~d, A.- f~w 'day~ :a~~r·_ ·: cur~ently. -~~~itirig "e xira . .m-:_.;:;
the mu_~~~~!~~-~~~~~~•.~~~~~~~~.•,•.t\O.tl,!>llf~~ \o. f.J~t~~•.•.•:~.•.•,•.,J:
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· Murd~.r s~spect
. -~ 
Arrest8cl·-ln California ~ ~

. · . -~p~-~~~·--r.t-n )OIIeci
·. In AcCident With Bus
Pahn
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\CASH IN 3 DAYS FOR YOUR HOUSE!
Day: 1
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Submit Contract

:::»

· t-

, The Rehabber's Superstore will
submit
your home.
. -an offer to buy
.
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Clear Title .·
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It' offer. is · ~cc.epted the Rehabber's
: Superstore will sub_m it the cont~act
to the title· company
.
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Day3
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Closing Day
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.. The title company will· clear the title
then schedule a Closing date • .At the ·
closing· you will pick up your check!
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lluV Houses and Houses luv Me!
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